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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper G is a finite group with a unique minimal normal
subgroup T , and T is non-abelian and simple. Such a group G is said to be
almost simple with socle T and is isomorphic to a subgroup of the automor-
phism group Aut T of T containing the subgroup Inn T of inner automor-
phisms. The group G is said to be factorisable if G s AB for some proper
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subgroups A, B of G, and the expression G s AB is called a factorisation
 .of G. For any finite group H we let p H be the set of prime divisors of
< <H . A factorisation G s AB will be called full if
T g A , T g B , and p T : p A l p B . .  .  .
Our first aim in this paper is to classify all full factorisations of almost
simple groups.
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be almost simple with socle T. If G s AB is a full
factorisation of G, then G, T , A, and B are known. In particular T s
 . .A l T B l T is a full factorisation of T , and all possibilities for the tuple
 .T , G, A l T , B l T are gi¨ en in Table I. Con¨ersely each row of Table I
gi¨ es rise to such an example.
  .  .The superscripts ii ] v on the column labels in Table I refer to the
explanatory Notes for Table I given in Section 2. Also in those Notes the
.significance of the last two columns will be explained.
The second focus of this paper is a study of ``multiple-factorisations'' of
the almost simple groups. The set M of subgroups of G is said to be a
< <multiple-factorisation of G if M G 3 and if
T g A and G s AB for all A , B g M with A / B ;
it is a maximal multiple-factorisation of G if in addition A is a maximal
subgroup of G for all A g M. We are especially interested in multiple-
 .factorisations either maximal or otherwise of a more restricted nature,
namely those for which
G s A B l C .
whenever A, B, C are pairwise-distinct elements of M. A multiple-
factorisation with this additional property will be called a strong multiple-
factorisation of G. In Lemma 4.3 we give several conditions on a multiple-
factorisation which are equivalent to the multiple-factorisation being
.strong. The second major result of this paper is the classification of all
maximal multiple-factorisations and all strong multiple-factorisations of
the almost simple groups. We note that the classification of the strong
multiple-factorisations depends on that of the maximal multiple-factorisa-
.tions.
THEOREM 1.2. Let G be an almost simple group with socle T. If M is
either a maximal multiple-factorisation of G or a strong multiple-factorisation
< <of G, then G and M are known. In particular, M s 3 or 4 if M is maximal,
< <  .and M s 3 if M is strong. Moreo¨er all possibilities for the pair G, M are
< < q .gi¨ en in Table II if M is maximal, M s 3, and T / PV q ; in Table III if8
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< < q .M is maximal, M s 3, and T s PV q ; in Table IV if M is maximal and8
< <M s 4; and in Table V if M is strong. Con¨ersely each row of Tables II]V
gi¨ es rise to such an example.
Tables I]V are given in Section 2 together with some explanatory re-
.marks.
These results are needed for applications to the theory of finite
w xquasiprimitive permutation groups in 2, 3 . In particular, they enable the
explicit description of all quasiprimitive permutation groups that preserve
a homogenous Cartesian product G l but that do not act transitively on the
l components of the product. However, we hope that Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
w xmay be of general interest and application. Indeed in 4 Baumeister
obtains results similar to Theorem 1.1 in an investigation of primitive
flag-transitive grids. Since the proofs of these results involve long and
delicate arguments, we have decided to present them separately from our
work on quasiprimitive permutation groups.
w xBoth theorems are essentially consequences of the classification 21 ,
 .due to Liebeck, Saxl, and the second author, of all triples G, A, B such
that G s AB and both A and B are maximal subgroups of G not
containing T. As the latter depends on the classification of finite simple
 .groups CFSG , we note that the present results also depend on CFSG.
Our method of proof of both Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 is firstly to reduce to
considering only factorisations G s AB in which both A and B are
maximal subgroups of G not containing T , and secondly to inspect the lists
w xof factorisations given in 21 for suitable examples. In the case of Theo-
rem 1.2 this is undoubtedly the correct method. However, in the case of
Theorem 1.1, it is not the best approach, merely the most convenient one.
w xTo explain we need to say a little about the techniques employed in 21 . If
G s AB then
< < < <A B
< < < <G s AB s ,
< <A l B
 .  .  . < < < <whence p G s p A j p B and G : A divides B . Now it is an observ-
< < able fact that if p is a suitably chosen prime divisor of G with G almost
.simple , then up to G-conjugacy there are very few maximal subgroups H
 .  .of G with p g p H . Thus to classify G, A, B with A, B both maximal
 .in G and G s AB, a suitable prime p g p G was chosen which without
< <loss of generality was assumed to be a prime divisor of A ; this gave a
limited number of possibilities for A, and, on exploiting the condition
< < < <G : A divides B , a similarly limited number of possibilities for B given
A. Each possibility was then inspected in turn.
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However, the most fundamental information contained in the hypothe-
 .  .  .ses of Theorem 1.1 is not that G s AB but that p T : p A l p B .
Indeed, we feel that the proper approach to proving Theorem 1.1 is firstly
 .  .to list all subgroups A of G satisfying p T : p A , and then to inspect
this list for possible factorisations. Such a list would also be of general
interest in its own right. Our reasons for not proceeding in this fashion are
that compiling such a list would involve more effort than that involved in
our present proof, and more importantly, that such a list is likely to be
superseded by forthcoming results on prime divisors of maximal subgroups
w xof almost simple groups due to Liebeck, Saxl, and the second author 20 .
The layout of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains and explains
various tables listing factorisations of almost simple groups subject to
differing conditions. In particular, Tables I]V referred to in the state-
ments of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are given there. Sections 3 and 4 contain
the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, respectively.
Notation and Terminology
w xWe adhere to the notation of 21 , particularly with respect to the
notation for the geometric subgroups of classical groups. Note that this
means that our notation for the simple groups differs in some respects
w xfrom that of 8 .
We shall use without proof and without reference the elementary facts
w xon factorisations as given by Subsection 2.6 of 21 . We say that a
factorisation G s AB is maximal if both A and B are maximal subgroups
of G.
For any group H, the group of all automorphisms of H is denoted
Aut H, and the group of inner automorphisms Inn H; the elements of
Aut H _ Inn H are known as the outer automorphisms of H, and the
quotient Aut HrInn H is denoted Out H. In the special case H s T and
.so is a non-abelian simple group by assumption we identify T with Inn T
and G with a subgroup of Aut T via the monomorphism G ª Aut T given
by
g ¬``conjugation by g '' for all g g G.
The socle of a group H is the normal subgroup of H generated by all
w xminimal normal subgroups of H. We follow the conventions of 8 by using
A : B to denote a semi-direct product of A by B with respect to a given
action of B on A. We use C , or often just n, to denote a cyclic subgroupn
of order n. The identity element of a group H is denoted id , or id if noH
confusion arises. The notation A - H is used to denote that A is amax
maximal subgroup of H.
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w xAs noted above, we depend heavily on the results of 21 : these results
are given in the form of tables, and to avoid confusion we shall use ``L m of
w xTAB. n'' to refer to line m of Table n of 21 , whereas ``line m of Table n''
shall henceforth always refer to the present paper.
The authors thank Martin Liebeck and Jan Saxl for their helpful
comments on a previous version of this paper.
2. THE RESULT TABLES
Here we give various tables of factorisations of almost simple groups.
The first five are the result tables for Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Several
explanatory notes accompany each table; the column header in a table may
have a superscript referring the reader to those notes particularly pertain-
ing to that column.
 .  .Notes on Table I. i The table lists all tuples T , G, A l T , B l T
such that
T s A l T B l T and p T s p A l T l p B l T .  .  .  .  .
2.A .
TABLE I
Full Factorisations of Almost Simple Groups
v. iv. iv. ii. iii.Line T G A l T B l T l, m Case
a .1 A A F G F S A A l T 1, 2 16 6 6 5
a .2 M M M A l T 1, 0 212 12 11
 .3 T F G F T.2 M L 11 1, 1 311 2
2 a .  .  .  .4 PSp q , T F G F PGSp q Sp q .2 A l T or 2, ? 44 4 2
a . .q G 4 A l T 9
and even
q q a .  .  .  .5 PV q , T F G F PGO q V q A l T 1, ? 58 8 7
q ) 2
q a .   ..  .6 PV 2 T F G F T.2 PSp 2 A , A , S , S 5, 11 6 a8 6 7 8 7 8
 .or PSp 26
6 .  .7 PSp 2 A , A , 2 : A 5, 10 6 b6 7 8 7
6or 2 : A8
 .  .8 A A , S or PSp 2 3, 7 6 c9 8 8 6
 .  .9 PSp 2 A , S or A 3, 8 6 c6 7 7 8
6 6  .10 A 2 : A , A or 2 : A 4, 8 6 d9 7 8 8
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and such that there exist subgroups A, B of G, with A l T , B l T as
given, satisfying G s AB. Note that for any subgroup C of G,
C l T F C F N C l T . .G
 . .Furthermore, if T s A l T B l T , then we have G s AB if and only
if G s AB where denotes reduction modulo T that is, A s ATrT ,
.etc. . Thus a list of all possible A, B with G s AB can easily be recovered
from knowledge of T , G, A l T , and B l T.
 .  .ii Suppose that T , G, A, B satisfies G s AB. Then it is easy to see
that
G s AxB y s BA for all x , y g G,
and
Gs s AsBs for all s g Aut T .
 .  .We say that the tuples T , G, A, B and T , G , A , B are equivalent if0 0 0
there exist s g Aut T and x, y g G such that
s  4 s x s yG s G and A , B s A , B ; 40 0 0
the tuples listed by Table I are determined only up to this notion of
equivalence. To assist the reader we have given the numbers l, m of
 .equivalence classes of tuples T , G, A, B with G s T , G ) T respectively
that correspond to each line of the table. An entry of ? indicates that m
depends in a nontrivial way on Out T. We note that tuples corresponding
to different lines of the table are not equivalent.
 .iii The proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 3 considers a number of
cases distinguished by T and by the maximal overgroups of A l T , B l T
in T. The final column indicates the case to which the relevant line
corresponds.
 .iv In the table a denotes a ``suitably chosen'' outer automorphism of
T. Here ``suitably chosen'' means any outer automorphism of T for
 .  .T s M , one not in S for T s A , one not in PGSp q for T s PSp q12 6 6 4 4
q .  q .with q even, and any triality for T s PV q . A triality of PV q is an8 8
outer automorphism of order 3 inducing a symmetry of the Dynkin
.diagram.
 .v Whenever a range of possibilities for G is given then G may be any
q .group in that range unless T s PV q and q is odd; in this instance8
T F G F PGOq q ( T . S X S = e , .  .8 2 2
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ewhere q s p for some prime p, and if denotes the quotient map on
q .Aut T with kernel T = e F PGO q , then G is any group in this range8
provided G \ C ; groups G with G ( C do not give factorisations.4 4
 .vi Suppose that G s AB is a full factorisation of G such that
p G s p A s p B . 2.B .  .  .  .
Then the tuple is certainly listed in Table I by Theorem 1.1. On the other
 .hand, not all the tuples so listed satisfy 2.B . Indeed, if T is of Lie type
defined over a field F where q s pe such that Out T involves a cyclicq
group of order e corresponding to the field automorphisms of T , then it is
< <not always the case that all prime divisors of e are divisors of T . In such
 .  .circumstances p T m p Aut T and a little care is needed when reading
 .off those tuples that do satisfy 2.B .
 .Notes on Tables II]V. i For reasons analogous to those given in
 .  .  .note ii for Table I, we say that the pairs G, M and G , M are0 0
H-equi¨ alent, where H is any subgroup of Aut T , if there exists s g H
such that G s Gs and0
GG s 4A : A g M s A : A g M , . 40
G  g 4where A s A : g g G is the G-conjugacy class containing A. In Tables
II]V we list only one representative from any Aut T-equivalence class.
 .Thus Theorem 1.2 should more correctly assert that the pair G, M is
AutT-equi¨ alent to one listed in Tables II]V.
 .  .ii Tables II and III list all possibilities for the pair G, M such that
< <  4M is a maximal multiple-factorisation with M s 3, M s A, B, C . More
precisely, they list all possibilities for the tuple
T , G, A l T , B l T , C l T ; .
given that A, B, C are maximal subgroups of G not containing T , the
  4.corresponding pair G, M s A, B, C is determined uniquely as
G, N A l T , N B l T , N C l T . 4 .  .  . .G G G
 .Similarly Table IV lists all possibilities for the pair G, M such that M is
< <  4a maximal multiple-factorisation with M s 4, M s A, B, C, D ; all pos-
 .sibilities for the tuple T , G, A, B, C, D are listed. Also Table V lists all
 .possibilities for the pair G, M such that M is a strong multiple-factorisa-
< <  4 tion with M s 3, M s A, B, C ; all possibilities for the tuple T , G,
.A, B, C are listed.
 4In the last case, namely that in which M s A, B, C is strong, we note
that in all lines of Table V we have
A s N A l T , B s N B l T , and C s N C l T , .  .  .G G G
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TABLE IV
< <The Result Table for Theorem 1.2: M Maximal with M s 4
iv.ii. ii. ii. ii. iv. < <Line T G A B C D X Aut T : X
2q q a a .  .  :1 PV 3 T V 2 N N N T , r , a 48 8 1 1 1 w
 :2 P T , r 121 w
and in fact A, B, C are, as subgroups of G, maximal subject to not
 .containing T. Thus the tuple T , G, A, B, C is uniquely determined by
knowledge of T , G, A l T , B l T , and C l T , even though this does not
follow from elementary considerations.
 .iii We make various conventions on our notation for subgroups of G
 .so that the pair G, M listed by each line of the tables is uniquely
determined up to T-equivalence, or equivalently, so that all subgroups of
G are uniquely determined up to T-conjugacy. These conventions agree
w xwith those adopted in 21 }for example, in line 1 of Table V, S denotes5
 .an intransitive subgroup of S isomorphic to S , while PGL 5 denotes6 5 2
one that is transitive, and in line 3 of Table V, P denotes the stabilizer in1
q .PV 3 of any singular one-dimensional subspace}except that we need8
some extra notation and must impose some extra assumptions when
q .considering T s PV q . We describe these in the following.8
q .Let O q be the group of all F -linear maps on an F -vector space V8 q q
 4with basis e , . . . , e , f , . . . , f that preserve the non-degenerate quadratic1 4 1 4
TABLE V
The Result Table for Theorem 1.2: M Strong
iv.ii. ii. ii. iv. < <Line T G A B C X Aut T : X
 .1 A S S PGL 5 S X S Aut T 16 6 5 2 3 2
y q .  .  .  .2 PSp 2 , T Sp 4 .2 O 2 O 2 T 14 a 2 a 4 a 4 a
a G 2
y q .  .  .  .3 Sp 2 T G 2 O 2 O 2 T 16 2 6 6
y q .  .  .4 G 2 9 O 2 O 2 T 12 6 6
y q .  .  .5 G 2 O 2 9 O 2 T 12 6 6
y q .  .  .6 G 2 O 2 O 2 9 T 12 6 6
q a q .  .7 PV 3 T N P V 2 T 248 1 1 8
a q :  :   . :8 T , r ( T.2 N , r P V 2 , rw 1 w 1 8 w
a q :  :  :  .9 T , rr ( T.2 N , rr P , rr V 2 T 24w 1 w 1 w 8
a a a q a :  :   . :10 T , r ( T.2 N P , r V 2 , r T 24w 1 1 w 8 w
2 a q :  :  :   . :11 T , r, r ( T.2 N , r, r P , rr V 2 , r T 24w 1 w 1 w 8 w
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 .form Q on V and hence also its associated bilinear form , on V where
Q e s Q f s e , e s f , f s 0 for all i , j s 1, . . . , 4. .  .  .  .i i i j i j
and
e , f s d .i j i j
  w x.By the ``associated bilinear form'' see p. 10 of 18 we mean the map
x , y [ Q x q y y Q x y Q y for all x , y g V . .  .  .  . .
q . q . q .Now T s PV q is the quotient of the subgroup V q of O q8 8 8
 q ..  w xmodulo the centre Z O q . See 18, 2.5.7 for a precise description of8
q . .V q . However, we will abuse notation and not distinguish between8
q .elements of T and their preimages in O q ; likewise we do not distin-8
q .guish between subgroups of T and their preimages in O q .8
Set ¨ s e q f ; thus ¨ is a non-singular vector in V. Let m generate FU.4 4 q
 .  .Set w s e q m f ; thus Q ¨ Q w s m, and is a non-square for q odd,1 1
whence w and ¨ lie in distinct T-orbits for q odd. Let r be the reflection in
¨ , i.e.,
u , ¨ ¨ .
r : u ¬ u y .
Q ¨ .
Let r be the analogous reflection in w. Let d : V ª V be defined byw
d : e ¬ e , f ¬ m f for all i s 1, . . . , 4.i i i i
Let f: V ª V be defined by
4 4
p pf : a e q b f ¬ a e q b f , .  . i i i i i i i i
is1 is1
w xwhere p is the characteristic of F . It follows from 18, Sect. 2.5 thatq
q .r, r , d , f normalize V q in the group of all invertible maps on V and sow 8
induce automorphisms of T ; as usual we do not distinguish between the
automorphisms induced and the inducing maps. We use to denote the
quotient map Aut T ª Out T. Note that if q is even then d s id and
.  :r s r . Let a be any triality automorphism of T such that r , a ( S .w w 3
We have
S = e, q odd;4 :Out T s r , r , d , f , a (w  S = e, q even,3
e where q s p . This isomorphism will be made explicit during the proof of
.Theorem 1.2. We define the subgroup F of Aut T by
 :F [ T , f ( T .e.
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We note that the preceding paragraph defines the notation a , F, r , and rw
 q ..as used in Tables III]V when T s PV q . Our remaining assumptions8
q .  w x.on notation for subgroups of T s PV q extra to those in 21 are as8
follows. The reducible subgroup N of T is assumed to be any T-conjugate1
 :of the stabilizer in T of the one-dimensional subspace ¨ . The subgroup
q . q .V 2 of T s PV 3 is any subgroup of the appropriate isomorphism8 8
 :type whose normalizer in Aut T projects onto r , a . The subgroup A ofw 9
q .T s PV 2 is any subgroup of the appropriate isomorphism type whose8
 :normalizer in Aut T projects onto r .
 .iv Observe that the number of T-equivalence classes of pairs that are
 . <  . <Aut T-equivalent to G, M is equal to Aut T : N G l X where X isAut T
the subgroup of Aut T consisting of all elements x such that
TT x 4A : A g M s A : A g M , . 4
 . or equivalently, given that A s N A l T for all A g M as noted inG
 . .note ii above , x g Aut T is in X if and only if
TxTA l T : A g M s A l T : A g M . .  . 4  . 5
 T  t 4 .Here H s H : t g T . The subgroup X is given in the tables. It is
 .clear that X F N G in each case. ThusAut T
< <Aut T : N G l X s Aut T : X .Aut T
and is independent of G; this number is also given. For convenience, in
 . .Table III we set d s 2, q y 1 .
 . q .v For T neither alternating nor isomorphic to PV q , all maximal8
w xfactorisations of G are listed in TAB. 1]3, 5, and 6 of 21 ; for such T the
columns labelled AB, BC, AC in Table II give first the line number and
second the table number of the corresponding factorisation. For T alter-
w xnating, all factorisations of G are described by Theorem D of 21 ; this
again is indicated in the AB-, BC-, CA-columns of Table II. For T s
q . w xPV q , all maximal factorisations of G are listed in TAB. 4 of 21 ; in this8
case we merely give the line number of the relevant factorisation in Table
III. In Table IV we do not give the analogous information due to a lack of
space, but note that it can easily be obtained by cross-referencing with
Table III. In Table V the analogous information is no longer relevant as
the subgroups involved need no longer be maximal.
We give an immediate but perhaps surprising corollary of Theorem 1.2.
COROLLARY 2.1. If M is either a maximal multiple-factorisation, or a
strong multiple-factorisation of the almost simple group G with socle T , then
< <M is determined up to Aut T-equi¨ alence by M and the isomorphism types of
A l T as A ¨aries o¨er the elements of M.
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Proof. This is by inspection of Tables II]V.
The remaining table is associated with a lemma needed for the proof of
Theorem 1.1. We give both the lemma and the table. The proof of this
result is deferred until Section 3.
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that G is almost simple with socle T , and that A, B
are subgroups of G not containing T and satisfying
G s AB, A - G, B - Gmax max
 .and 2.C
p T _ p Out T : p A l p B . .  .  .  .
 . .  .Then T s A l T B l T , A l T - T , B l T - T , p T smax max
 .  .  .p A l T s p B l T and all possibilities for the tuple T , A l T , B l T
are gi¨ en in Table VI. Con¨ersely, each row of Table VI gi¨ es rise to such an
example.
 .  .Notes on Table VI. i Suppose that G, T , A, and B satisfy 2.C .
 .Then the maximality of A and B in G ensures that A s N A l T ,G
 .B s N B l T , and G s TA s TB, whenceG
G F TN A l T l TN B l T . 2.D .  .  . .  .Aut T Aut T
 .Conversely, if the tuple T , A l T , B l T is listed in Table VI and G is
 .any overgroup of T in Aut T satisfying 2.D , then on defining A, B to be
 .  .N A l T , N B l T , respectively, it is clear that G, T , A, and B doG G
 .indeed satisfy 2.C . Hence a complete list of all such G, T , A, and B can
easily be recovered from Table VI.
TABLE VI
The Result Table for Lemma 2.2
iv. iii.T A l T B l T Reference
a .A A A l T Theorem D6 5
a .M M A l T L3 TAB. 612 11
 .M L 11 L5 TAB. 611 2
2 a .  .  .PSp q , q G 4 Sp q .2 A l T L6 TAB. 1 with q even4 2
and even « s y, a s 1 and
m s b s 2
q a .  .  .PV q V q A l T L1 TAB. 48 7
q 6 .  .PV 2 V 2 2 : A L2 TAB. 4 with q s 28 7 8
 .V 2 A L8 TAB. 47 9
6A 2 : A L9 TAB. 49 8
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 .  .ii For reasons analogous to those given in note ii for Table I, we say
 .  .that the tuples T , A l T , B l T and T , A l T , B l T are equiva-0 0
lent if there exist s g Aut T and x, y g T such that
s x s y 4A l T , B l T s A l T , B l T . .  . 40 0
Each line of Table VI gives rise to a unique such equivalence class.
 .iii Lemma 2.2 will be proved in Section 3 by a careful inspection of
w xthe lists of maximal factorisations of almost simple groups given in 21 .
w xThe final column of the table gives the appropriate reference in 21 .
 .iv As in Table I, we use a to denote a ``suitably chosen'' outer
 .automorphism of T which depends only on T with the same meaning as
 .in note iv for Table I.
3. PROOFS OF THEOREM 1.1 AND LEMMA 2.2
As already indicated, our main tool in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the
w xclassification 21 , due to Liebeck, Saxl, and the second author, of all
 .triples G, A, B such that G is an almost simple group with socle T ,
G s AB, and both A and B are maximal subgroups of G not containing
T. However, the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 make no reference to maxi-
mality; we thus proceed by the following argument.
We suppose that G s AB is a full factorisation of the almost simple
group G with socle T ; thus T , G, A, and B satisfy
T g A , T g B , G s AB, and p T : p A l p B . .  .  .
3.A .
Choose A , B to be subgroups of G containing A, B, respectively, that0 0
are maximal subject to not containing T. If both A and B are maximal0 0
subgroups of G set G s G, A s A , and B s B . If not, then we may1 1 0 1 0
assume that A is not maximal; set G s TA , A s A , and B s G l0 1 0 1 0 1 1
 .B so A - G . In either instance,0 1 max 1
G s G l AB s A G l B s A B , .  .1 1 1 1 1
since G s AB, A F A F G , and G l B F B . Note also that1 1 1 1
p T _ p Out T : p A l p B , .  .  .  .1 1
< < < < < < < <since A is divisible by A and B is divisible by B l T . By repeating1 1
Ãthis step as necessary we obtain an almost simple group G with socle T
Ã Ã  .and subgroups A, B not containing T and satisfying 2.C , namely that
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃG s A B , A - G, B - G,max max
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and
Ã Ãp T _ p Out T : p A l p B . .  .  .  .
Ã .Also G F G. These are precisely the conditions of Lemma 2.2. We now
prove Lemma 2.2 and then use it to prove Theorem 1.1 at the end of this
section.
Before embarking on the proof of Lemma 2.2 proper, we shall need
some preliminary results. Suppose that G is an almost simple group with
 .socle T and subgroups A, B not containing T and satisfying 2.C . In
particular, G is an almost simple group with socle T and maximal sub-
w xgroups A, B not containing T and satisfying G s AB. The results of 21
give a list of possibilities for such G, A, and B. Although our procedure is
to examine each such possibility in turn, we must stress, as discussed in the
Introduction, that the most important information is not that given by the
factorisation G s AB, but that given by the divisibility criterion
p T _ p Out T : p A l p B . 3.B .  .  .  .  .
 .In fact, we have chosen to dispose of some possibilities of T by using 3.B
w xdirectly and without reference to 21 . Our reasons for this are threefold:
 .  .i to stress by means of example the strength of 3.B ;
 .ii to dispose of some small groups that possess several factorisa-
tions without having to check each such factorisation in turn;
 .iii for later application}Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 will also be used in
the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Before so doing however we need to introduce some notation concerning
 w x.primitive prime divisors cf. 21, 2.4 . If a, b are positive integers, then a
primiti¨ e prime di¨ isor of ab y 1 is a prime that divides ab y 1 but that
i . edoes not divide a y 1 for 1 F i F b y 1. Let q s p where p is a prime
and e a positive integer. For any positive integer n such that en ) 1, we
define q to be the largest prime that divides q n y 1 s pen y 1 but thatn
does not divide any of pa y 1 for 1 F a - en, provided that such a prime
exists. Equivalently, for en ) 1, q is the largest primitive prime divisor ofn
en . w xp y 1, if such exists. In fact by Zsigmondy 25 q is defined whenevern
 .q, n is not one of the following,
2, 6 , 4, 3 , 8, 2 , 64, 1 , r , 2 , r 2 , 1 , or p , 1 , .  .  .  .  .  .  .
i  .where r s 2 y 1 for some i is a Mersenne prime. We state some simple
 w x .properties of these primes. See also 21, 2.4A .
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LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that the prime q is defined where q s pe with pn
prime. Then the following all hold:
 . < m . <i if q q y 1 then n m;n
 .  .ii q ' 1 mod en ;n
 .iii q / 2;n
 .iv if q s 3 then en s 2;n
 . <v if q s 5 then en 4.n
The next group of results all involve an hypothesis which is based on
 . 3.B , but is in some cases modified for ease of later application. The first
two results may be verified simply by inspecting the lists of maximal
w x .subgroups given in 8 and so we state them without proof.
 . y .  .  .LEMMA 3.2. Let L be L 2 , PV 2 , L 4 , or U 8 . Then L has no5 8 3 3
proper subgroup K satisfying
p L _ p Out L : p K . .  .  .
LEMMA 3.3. Let M be an almost simple group with socle L isomorphic to
one of
Sp 2 , Sp 2 , U 3 . .  .  .6 8 3
Then there exists a maximal subgroup K of M satisfying
p L _ p Out L : p K and L g K , .  .  .
 y .  .and K is unique up to M-conjugacy and K l L is S , O 2 :2, L 7 ,8 8 2
.respecti¨ ely .
 .LEMMA 3.4. Let M be an almost simple group with socle L s L q with2
q G 4, q / 9, and let K be a maximal subgroup of M not containing L and
satisfying
 4p L _ p Out L j 2 : p K . .  .  . .
Then q s 8 or for some integer a, q s 2 a y 1 s p is a Mersenne prime;
moreo¨er, in all instances K is uniquely determined up to M-conjugacy and
.K l L is a parabolic subgroup .
The condition q s 7, 8, or q G 11, which is weaker than that assumed
in the above lemma, ensures that L is non-abelian and simple but not
.isomorphic to A for some m.m
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 .   .  4. wProof. For convenience set X s p T _ p Out T j 2 . By 13,
x  w x.II.8.27 originally in 9 K l L is one of the groups
q q y 1 .
P , of order ,1 2, q y 1 .
q q «
D with k s and « s "1,2 k 2, q y 1 .
A , S , A with q odd,4 4 5
L q or PGL q with q s qc , c prime. .  .2 0 2 0 0
e  4Let q s p with p prime. If q s 4 or 5 then X s 3, 5 and the only
 .subgroups K of M with X : p K are L ( A and M. So we may assume5
that q G 7, q / 9. Now
q q2 y 1 .
< < < <T s and Out T s 2, q y 1 e, .
2, q y 1 .
whence by Lemma 3.1 any primitive prime divisor of the form q or q is1 2
< <in X and so divides K .
Suppose that q exists and q G 7. Inspection shows that K s D with2 2 2 k
 .  .k s q q 1 r 2, q y 1 . If also q exists then we deduce that q divides1 1
 .both q y 1 and 2 q q 1 whence q s 2}a contradiction. Consequently1
q does not exist and hence e s 1, 2 or e s 6 and p s 2. If e s 1 or e s 21
then p is odd as by assumption q s pe G 7, and so p g X. However, p is
 . < <coprime to 2 q q 1 , and so cannot divide K . If e s 6 and p s 2, then
 .inspection shows that 7 g X and also that 7 is coprime to 2 q q 1 ,
< <whence 7 does not divide K .
Hence q s 3, 5 or q does not exist. If q s 3 then Lemma 3.1 implies2 2 2
that e s 1, whence p s q G 7 and p is in X. However, there is no
< <subgroup K with both q and p dividing K . If q s 5 then Lemma 3.12 2
implies that e s 1 or 2; in either case since q G 7 we must have p G 7
whence p g X and, as above, there is no subgroup K with both q and p2
< <dividing K .
We are left with the possibility that q does not exist. This implies that2
a  .either e s 1 and p s 2 y 1 for some integer a is a Mersenne prime, or
e s 3 and p s 2. If the former then q s p G 7 and p g X ; as the final
possibility for K in the above list does not occur for e s 1 we deduce that
K s P . If the latter, then q s 8 and inspection again gives the same1
conclusion. The remaining assertions are now clear.
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 .LEMMA 3.5. Let L s PV q with q odd. Then the primiti¨ e prime7
di¨ isors q , q , q all exist; furthermore,3 4 6
 4  4q , q , q : p L _ p Out L j 2 .  . .3 4 6
 4  .and there are no proper subgroups K of L with q , q , q : p K .3 4 6
Proof. Certainly q , q , q exist as q is odd. As they are distinct and3 4 6
not equal to 2 or 3 by Lemma 3.1 we observe that one of q , q , q is3 4 6
< < < <greater than 7. The result now follows by inspecting L , Out L , and the
w xlist of maximal subgroups of L given in 17 .
 .LEMMA 3.6. Let L s PSp q with q G 3. Then the primiti¨ e prime6
di¨ isors q , q exist and also q exists pro¨ided q / 4. Furthermore, if Y is4 6 3
defined by
 4q , q , q for q / 4;3 4 6Y s   47, q , q for q s 4,4 6
 .   .  4.then Y : p L _ p Out L j 2 and there are no proper subgroups K of L
 .with Y : p K .
Proof. Certainly q , q exist as q G 3; also q exists if q / 4. If q s 44 6 3
then 7 divides q3 y 1 and 7, q and q are distinct primes not equal to 2 or4 6
3. If q s 3 or q G 5 then we deduce from Lemma 3.1 that q , q , and q3 4 6
are also distinct primes not equal to 2 or 3. The result now follows by
< < < <inspecting L , Out L , and the list of maximal subgroups of L given in
w x17 .
COROLLARY 3.7. If the almost simple group G with socle T has subgroups
 .  .A, B not containing T and satisfying 2.C , then T is not isomorphic to U 24
or to any group listed in Lemmas 3.2]3.6; equi¨ alently, T is not isomorphic to
any of
U 2 ( Sp 3 , L 2 , PVy 2 , L 4 , U 8 , .  .  .  .  .  . .4 4 5 8 3 3
Sp 2 , Sp 2 , U 3 , L q with q G 4, q / 9, .  .  .  .6 8 3 2
PV q with q odd, or PSp q with q G 3. .  .7 6
Proof. Suppose that T , G, A, and B are as in the statement. For
 .  .convenience set X s p T _ p Out T . Observe that both A l T , B l T
are subgroups of T with orders divisible by all primes in X. Thus certainly
T is not listed in Lemma 3.2, 3.5, or 3.6. If T is listed in either Lemma 3.3
or 3.4, then we deduce that A, B are G-conjugate whence G / AB.
 .  4Finally we suppose that T s U 2 whence X s 3, 5 . The information4
w xgiven by 8, p. 26 shows that there are two G-conjugacy classes of maximal
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 .subgroups K of G with X : p K , namely the classes comprising sub-
groups whose intersection with T is isomorphic to 24:S or S = 2. As A,5 6
 .B are maximal in G and not G-conjugate since G s AB we see that the
< < 3 < < 43-part of AB is at most 3 }a contradiction as T s 3 .3
We can now proceed a little more directly towards the proof of Lemma
2.2. In the following we assume that G is an almost simple group with
 .socle T and subgroups A, B not containing T and satisfying 2.C . We
consider separately four cases distinguished by the nature of T , namely T
alternating, T classical, T an exceptional group of Lie type, or T sporadic.
Case A. T ( A for some integer n G 5. Here we must show thatn
n s 6 and that A l T , B l T are as given by line 1 of Table VI.
If n s 6 then the result follows by inspection of a list of subgroups of
A . So we may assume that n / 6 and consequently that G F S . By6 n
w xTheorem D of 21 we may assume that A is k-homogenous for some
integer k G 1, and hence is transitive in the natural action of S . Wen
deduce from Lemma 3.8 below that A G A }a contradiction.n
The following result is proved in greater generality than needed for the
proof of Theorem 1.1 as it seems an interesting result in its own right.
LEMMA 3.8. Let 2 F q - p F n be integers such that q, p are the largest
 4  .primes not exceeding n. Suppose that K is a subgroup of S with p, q : p K .n
 .Then either n s 6 and K G PSL 5 or there exists an integer l with p F l F n2
such that
A e K F S = Sl l nyl
 .where A and S = S are embedded naturally in S .l l nyl n
The proof of this result uses a number theoretic argument which we
present as Lemma 3.10 below. This in turn depends on the following two
well-known number theoretic results.
w xBERTRAND'S POSTULATE 11, p. 68 . For e¨ery real number x G 7 there
 .exists a prime number f x satisfying
xr2 - f x F x y 2. .
w xVON ISHIKAWA'S THEOREM 14 . For each positi¨ e integer m let pm
denote the mth prime number. Then
p q p ) p for all n ) 1.n nq1 nq2
Remark 3.9. Bertrand's Postulate is easy to deduce from Von Ishikawa's
Theorem but as the former is well known we save ourselves the trouble.
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LEMMA 3.10. Let 2 F q - p F l F n be integers such that q, p are the
largest primes not exceeding n. Then q ) n y l and one of the following holds:
 .i lr2 - p F l y 3;
 .ii lr2 - q F l y 3;
 .iii l s p s q q 2;
 .iv n s 3, 4, or 6.
Proof. Note that n G 3 as p, q are distinct primes not exceeding n.
The result follows by direct calculation if n s 3, 4, 5, or 6. We assume that
n G 7 whence p G 7 and q G 5.
Von Ishikawa's Theorem implies that p q q ) n whence q ) n y p G
 .  .n y l as required. It remains to show that one of i ] iii holds. Bertrand's
 .Postulate applied with x s l G p G 7 implies that there exists a prime f l
satisfying
lr2 - f l F l y 2. .
 .  .  .If f l F q then either ii holds or q s l y 2 whence p s l and iii
 .  .  .holds. If f l ) q then we must have f l s p and i holds unless
p s l y 2. In the latter case q q 4 F l, l G 9, and l is odd; applying
Bertrand's Postulate once more, this time with x s l y 1, we deduce that
 .there exists a prime f l y 1 satisfying
l y 1
- f l y 1 F l y 3. .
2
 .  .  .As f l y 1 - p we have f l y 1 F q and we conclude that ii holds.
  .  .  . .Note that lr2 - f l y 1 since l is odd and l y 1 r2 - f l y 1 .
Proof of Lemma 3.8. We start by assuming that n s 5 or n G 7. Let G
< < < <be the largest K-orbit and set l s G . As p ¬ K we have l G p. Now
clearly
 4K F s g S : Gs s G ( S = Sn l nyl
and so it remains only to show that A F K where A is identified with thel l
socle of the point-wise stabilizer in S of the complement of G. Let H ben
the permutation group on G induced by K. Note that A is a non-abelianl
simple group since l G p G 5; now Lemma 3.10 implies that
l G p ) q ) n y l. 3.C .
Thus if A F H then by considering the projection map S = S ª Sl l nyl nyl
it follows that A F K since S is not large enough to involve A .l nyl l
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 .We assume that A g H and argue for a contradiction. Now 3.C forcesl
< < < <  .both p ¬ H and q ¬ H as neither p nor q is a divisor of n y l !. We
  .consider the three cases given by Lemma 3.10 in turn. Note that iv does
.not apply by assumption.
 .Case i . lr2 - p F l y 3. Let x g H have order p so that x must be
w xa p cycle fixing l y p G 3 points. A result due to Jordan 24, 13.9 implies
that A F H}a contradiction.l
 .  .Case ii . lr2 - q F l y 3. We repeat the argument of case i , but
this time choosing x g H of order q.
 . Case iii . l s p s q q 2. An easy argument or by using another
w x.result due to Jordan 24, 13.2 shows that H is 3-transitive. Further, by
w x aCorollary 2 of 23 either q s 2 y 1 is a Mersenne prime or H is
5-transitive. In the former case, since p s q q 2 s 2 a q 1 is also prime,
 welementary divisibility considerations force p s q q 2 s 5 see 5, Sects.
x.10.1]10.3 whence n s l s 5 and A F H}a contradiction. Hence H isl
5-transitive of prime degree l. It follows from the classification of finite
 w x .simple groups see 6 after Theorem 5.3 that H G A which is a contra-l
diction.
We finish by observing that if n s 3, 4, or 6 then the result holds by
inspection.
Remark 3.11. We feel uncomfortable with having to resort to the
 .classification of finite simple groups to resolve case iii of the above proof.
However, there seems to be no easy reason why all 3-transitive permuta-
tion groups of say, degree 43, contain the alternating groups; thus our use
of the classification is perhaps inevitable. The best classification result for
 .3-transitive permutation groups of degree q q 2 q an odd prime before
 .the finite simple group classification was the result used in case iii due to
w xP. M. Neumann 23, Corollary 2 which showed that either the group is
 a.  a. a5-transitive or it is PGL 2 or PGL 2 with q s 2 y 1. On the other2 2
< <hand, if we strengthen the hypotheses of Lemma 3.8 so that K is divisible
 .by the three largest primes not exceeding n, then case iii could be
 .  .replaced with an analogous case to cases i and ii .
Case B. T is a classical group. By the classical simple groups we mean
the non-abelian simple groups arising from groups of invertible linear
maps on an n-dimensional F-vector space V that stabilize a given form: in
the linear case this form may be taken as a trivial bilinear form i.e.,
 . . u, ¨ s 0 for all u, ¨ g V ; in the sympletic case, a sympletic form i.e., a
.non-singular skew-symmetric bilinear form ; in the orthogonal case, a
non-singular quadratic form; and in the unitary case, a unitary form i.e.,
. 2a non-singular sesquilinear form . For notational reasons we set F s F inq
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the unitary case, and F s F otherwise; this serves to define the parameterq
e  wq. We also define p, e by p s char F and q s p . See 21, Sect. 2.2; 18,
x .Sect. 2 for more information.
Given the results of the previous case we may assume that T is a
classical nonabelian simple group not isomorphic to an alternating group;
thus T is one of the following:
L q with n G 2 and .n
n , q / 2, 2 , 2, 3 , 2, 4 , 2, 5 , 2, 9 , or 4.2 ; .  .  .  .  .  .  .
PSp q with m G 2 and m , q / 2, 2 ; .  .  .2 m
PV q with m G 3 and q odd; .2 mq1
qPV q with m G 4; .2 m
yPV q with m G 4; .2 m
U q with n G 3 and n , q / 3, 2 . .  .  .n
 .In the following we must show that T s PSp q with q G 4, q even, or4
q .T s PV q , and that A l T , B l T are as given in Table VI. We shall8
often proceed via consideration of primitive prime divisors; the following
result will prove useful.
LEMMA 3.12. Suppose that T is a classical non-abelian simple group with
the parameter q s pe as defined in the abo¨e discussion, and that a is a
positi¨ e integer, a G 3. Assume that the primiti¨ e prime di¨ isor q is well-a
< <defined. Then Out T is not di¨ isible by q .a
< <Proof. The order of Out T is known; inspection shows that Out T
 2 .divides 24 q y 1 e. The result now follows by applying Lemma 3.1.
 .  .Now recall that T , G, A, B by assumption satisfies 2.C . Thus G s AB
w xis a maximal factorisation of G and so is listed by 21 . We start by
w xconsidering those factorisations listed in TAB. 1 of 21 .
w xFirstly assume that T is a group covered by Proposition 2.5 of 21 . This
result gives lists of geometric subgroups of G whose order is divisible by
various primitive prime divisors q with a G 3. Note that the restrictiona
w x .on T ensures that all prime divisors considered in 21, 2.5 do indeed exist.
< < < <By Lemma 3.12 we require both A l T and B l T to be divisible by all
< <the primitive prime divisors q , a G 3, which divide T . Inspection showsa
that for such T the only factorisation listed in TAB. 1 which cannot be
w xeliminated by using 21, 2.5 coupled with Lemma 3.12 is given by L25 of
q Ã .  .TAB. 1, namely T s PV q , A l T s N , B l T s GU q .2, and m is2 m 1 m
even. In this remaining case we see that the primitive prime divisor q2 my4
< < < < < <exists and divides T but does not divide B or Out T .
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w xSecondly assume that T is a group not covered by 21, 2.5 . We also
assume that T is neither a group already eliminated by Corollary 3.7, nor
isomorphic to an alternating group. Thus T is one of
L q , L q with q ) 2, L 2 , L 2 , .  .  .  .3 4 6 7
PSp q with q ) 3, .4
U q with q ) 3, U 2 , U 2 , .  .  .3 5 6
PVq q . .8
 .If T s L q then only L1 of TAB. 1 applies. Here3
1
3 3 2< < < <T s q q y 1 q y 1 and Out T s 2 de, .  .
d
 . < < 3 2 .where d s 3, q y 1 , while B divides 2 q q y 1 e. Now q , if it exists,3
 2 .by definition is coprime to 2 q q y 1 , and by Lemma 3.12 is coprime to
< < < < < <Out T . Thus q is coprime to both Out T and B and we deduce that q3 3
 .does not exist. This forces e s 2 and q s 4 in which case T s L 4 }but3
this possibility has already been eliminated by Corollary 3.7.
 .If T s L q then only L1]4 of TAB. 1 apply. Now q always exists,4 4
< < < <divides T , and by Lemma 3.12 is coprime to Out T , but by inspection
< <does not divide B in any of the four possibilities.
 .  .If T s L 2 or L 2 then again only L1]4 of TAB. 1 apply. Each may be6 7
discounted by considering the primitive prime divisors q s 31, q s 127,5 7
respectively.
 .Suppose now that T s PSp q with q ) 3. Then the primitive prime4
 w x.divisor q exists. Inspection cf. Section 5.1.7 of 21 shows that the only4
factorisation listed in TAB. 1 in which both A l T and B l T have order
divisible by q is that corresponding to line 6 with q even, « s y, a s 1,4
and m s b s 2. Hence line 4 of our Table VI applies as required.
 .  . q .If T s U q , U 2 , or PV q then there are no factorisations in TAB.3 5 8
1 to consider.
The only remaining factorisations listed by TAB. 1 to consider are now
 .those for which T s U 2 . These can be eliminated by considering the6
primitive prime divisor q .10
w xWe turn to TAB. 2 and TAB. 3 of 21 . For those possibilities that have
not already been eliminated by Corollary 3.7 we give in Table VII a prime
 .  . < < < <r in p T _ p Out T that fails to divide either A or B as indicated.
The line number given refers to the line number within TAB. 2 or TAB. 3
.as appropriate.
w xFinally we turn to TAB. 4 of 21 . Now L1 corresponds to line 5 of our
q .Table VI. Suppose next that T s PV 2 . Here all factorisations on L2, 8,8
and 9 give rise to examples, and these correspond to lines 6]8 of Table VI,
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TABLE VII
Elimination of Factorisations Listed by TAB. 2 or by TAB. 3
T Line r A or B
 .TAB. 2 PSp q 1 q B4 4
e .PV 3 8 q A13 12
q  .PV q 9 q A16 14
e .PV 3 10 q A25 24
 .TAB. 3 U 5 12 7 B3
 .U 3 15]17 7 B4
 .U 2 18]19 7 A6
 .U 2 20 2 s 19 B9 18
 .U 2 21 2 s 683 A12 22
y  .V 2 29 17 A10
q  .V 2 30 2 s 19 A24 18
respectively. All remaining relevant lines can be disposed of by considering
7 s 2 . Now assume that q ) 2 so that the primitive prime divisor q3 6
 .  .exists and is in p T _ p Out T ; consideration of q eliminates L2, 4, 5,6
and 6. Now L3 and 7 can be disposed of by considering q if it exists, and3
 .the prime 7 if not i.e., if q s 4 . Finally L12]15 are eliminated by
considering the prime 13, and L16]17 by the prime 7.
Case C. T is an exceptional group of Lie type. By Theorem B on p. 7
w x  w x.of 21 due to Hering, Liebeck, and Saxl 12 there are very few possibili-
ties for G, A, and B. Indeed, there are only five classes of maximal
w xfactorisations and these are listed in TAB. 5 of 21 ; each may be inspected
and discounted. However, we might prove this more directly using the
following argument which was used in the classification of factorisations of
 w x.exceptional groups cf. 21, 8.1; 12 .
< < < <1r2Since G s AB we may assume that A G G . Then A is one of a
w xsmall list of possibilities given in 19 , in which the large maximal sub-
groups of exceptional groups are determined. In each case we see that
 .  .p A / p G .
Case D. T is a sporadic simple group. Here we assume that T is
isomorphic to one of the 26 sporadic non-abelian simple groups that do
not fall into any of the previous three cases. We must show that T s M12
and that A l T and B l T are as given either by line 2 or by line 3 of
w xTable VI. By Theorem C of 21 the possibilities for T , G, A, and B are
w xknown and are listed in TAB. 6 of 21 . Observe that L3 and 5 correspond to
lines 2 and 3 of Table VI, respectively. For each remaining factorisation we
 .  .give in Table VIII a prime r in p T _ p Out T that fails to divide either
< < < <  .A or B as indicated. The line number given refers to TAB. 6.
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TABLE VIII
w xElimination of Factorisations Listed by Table 6 of Ref. 21
T L r A or B
M 1, 2 11 B11
M 4, 6]11 11 B12
M 12 11 B22
M 13]15 23 B23
M 16, 17, 19]23 23 B24
18 5 B
J 24, 25 5 A2
HS 26]28 11 B
He 29, 30 7 A
Ru 31 7 B
Suz 32, 33 11 A
Fi 34 13 B22
Co 35]38 13 A1
We have shown that if G is almost simple with socle T and subgroups
 .  .A, B satisfying 2.C then the tuple T , A l T , B l T is given in Table
VI. As all remaining assertions of Lemma 2.2 follow on inspection, we
have completed the proof of Lemma 2.2. We can now proceed to the proof
of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We suppose that G is almost simple with socle T
and that G s AB is a full factorisation of G; thus T , G, A, and B satisfy
Ã Ã Ã .  .  .  .3.A . For convenience set X s p T _ p Out T . Let T , G, A, B be
 .derived from T , G, A, B via the procedure given at the start of Section 3.
Ã Ã Ã .Thus the tuple T , A l T , B l T is listed in Table VI. We set H s A l
ÃT , K s B l T and consider cases distinguished by T , H, and K. In each
case we firstly compile a list of possibilities for A l T and B l T by using
the information that
A l T F H , B l T F K , and X : p A l T l p B l T , .  .
3.D .
and secondly for each such possibility find all corresponding tuples T , G,
.  .A, B satisfying both 3.A and
A F N A l T and B F N B l T . .  .G G
Note that if A l T s H and B l T s K, then we already have T s A l
. .T B l T by Lemma 2.2 and so G s AB if and only if GrT s
 . .ATrT BTrT .
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 .  a .Case 1. T , H, K s A , A , H . Here T s A , H is a point-stabi-6 5 6
lizer in the natural action of T on 6 points, and K is the image of H
 4  .under an outer automorphism a of S . Note that X s 3, 5 , whence 3.D6
implies that A l T s H and B l T s K as A contains no proper5
 .subgroups whose order is divisible by 15. On noting that N H s SAut T 5
 .  .aand N K s S we see that all assertions made in Theorem 1.1Aut T 5
concerning line 1 of Table I do indeed hold.
 .  a .Case 2. T , H, K s M , M , H . Here T s M , H is a point-12 11 12
stabilizer in the usual action of T on 12 points, and K is the image of H
 4under an outer automorphism of T. Note that X s 3, 5, 11 . On inspect-
w xing the list of maximal subgroups of M as given by 8, p. 18 , we see that11
there is a unique H-conjugacy class of maximal subgroups of H with order
divisible by 3.5.11, namely the class comprising subgroups isomorphic to
 . < < <  . <L 11 . Now we have T s HK whence by orders H l K s L 11 . This,2 2
 .together with 3.D , implies that either A l T s H or, by replacing A by
some T-conjugate if necessary, A l T F H l K. If the latter then
2 2< < < < < < < < < < < <G s AB F A l T B l T Out T F K Out T - T .  .
}a contradiction. Hence A l T s H; a symmetrical argument also shows
 .  .that B l T s K. On noting that N H s H, N K s K, andAut T Aut T
T s HK we see that all assertions made in Theorem 1.1 concerning line 2
of Table I do indeed hold.
 .   ..Case 3. T , H, K s M , M , L 11 . Here T s M and H, K are12 11 2 12
 . any maximal subgroups of T isomorphic to M , L 11 , respectively. Up11 2
.to T-conjugacy there are two choices for H and one for K. Note that
 4  .X s 3, 5, 11 . By inspecting the list of maximal subgroups of L 11 given2
w x  .by 8, p. 7 we deduce from 3.D that B l T s K ; arguing as in the above
 .case we see that 3.D implies that either A l T s H or A l T F L (
 .L 11 for some maximal subgroup L of H. We assume the latter. The list2
w xof maximal subgroups of both T and Aut T given by 8, p. 33 implies that
 .A F N L which is a maximal subgroup of Aut T. Then G s ABAut T
 .  .implies that Aut T s N L N K is a maximal factorisation ofAut T Aut T
w xAut T. However, no such factorisation is listed in 21 and we conclude that
 .  .A l T s H. On noting that N H s H and N K s K :2 we seeAut T Aut T
that all assertions made in Theorem 1.1 concerning line 3 of Table I do
indeed hold.
 .   e.  2 e. a .Case 4. T , H, K s Sp 2 , Sp 2 .2, H with e G 2. This case is4 2
best understood in the following way. Set q s 2 e. Let V be a 2-dimen-
sional F 2-vector space with a non-singular F 2-quadratic form Q: V ª F 2q q q
 .2of y type associated with the symmetric F -bilinear form , : V =q Q
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V ª F 2 . Let tr be the trace map F 2 ª F and define maps k : V ª F andq q q q
 .  ., : V = V ª F to be the compositions of Q and , with tr, respec-k q Q
tively. Now we can consider V as a 4-dimensional F -vector space in aq
natural way so that k is a non-degenerate F -quadratic form of y typeq
 .and so that the symmetric F -bilinear form associated with k is , . Thusq k
we have the embedding
Oy q2 ¨ Oy q . .2 4
of the group of F 2-linear maps on V preserving Q as a subgroup of theq
group of F -linear maps on V preserving k . Noting that q is even whenceq
 .  .both , and , are symplectic, we also have the embeddingsQ k
Oy q2 ¨ Sp q2 .  .2 2
and
Oy q ¨ Sp q , .  .4 4
 2 .  . 2where Sp q and Sp q are the groups of F -, F -linear maps on V2 4 q q
 .  .preserving , , , , respectively. Up to Aut T-conjugacy, the present caseQ k
is given by
T s Sp q with q s 2 e G 4, .4
N s N Sp q2 ( Sp q2 .2 .  . .T 2 2
and
K s Oy q s N Vy q ( Vy q .2 .  .  . .4 T 4 4
Note that up to T-conjugacy, H and K are interchanged on conjugation
.  2 . y .by any graph automorphism of T. Both Sp q and V q are isomor-2 4
 2 .phic to L q . Consideration of the orders of the respective groups shows2
that
X s p L q2 _ p Out L q2 .  . .  .2 2
and comprises only odd primes. As q is even and q2 G 16, Lemma 3.4
 .together with 3.D implies that
A l T G Sp q2 and B l T G Vy q . . .2 4
 2 . y .Observe that Sp q , V q are the derived subgroups of H, K and so2 4
  2 ..are characteristic in H, K, respectively. Hence A F N Sp q andAut T 2
 y ..  4B F N V q . We can specify these normalizers as follows. Let x, yAut T 4
be a standard F 2-basis for V with respect to the quadratic form Q, andq
define f : V ª V by
f : l x q m y ¬ l2 x q m2 y for all l, m g F 2 .q
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We see that f is an F 2-semilinear invertible map on V of order 2 e andq
that f preserves Q up to the field automorphism l ¬ l2 for all l g F 2 .q
y 2 . y .  2 .  .In fact f normalizes O q , V q , Sp q , and Sp q as subgroups of2 4 2 4
e  .the group of all invertible maps on V. Moreover f g Sp q and f4
 .  .induces a generating field automorphism of T s Sp q . Thus GSp q , the4 4
 .group of invertible F -semilinear maps on V preserving , modulo anq k
 :appropriate field automorphism, equals T , f . It follows that we can
  2 ..  y ..write N Sp q and N V q as the semi-direct productsAut T 2 Aut T 4
2  : y  :Sp q : f and V q : f , . .2 4
respectively.
  2 ..  y ..Now A F N Sp q and B F N V q ; thus there exist inte-Aut T 2 Aut T 4
gers l, m dividing 2 e such that
2  l: y  m:A s Sp q : f and B s V q : f . . .2 4
Hence
2  l: y  m:AB s Sp q : f V q : f . . . .2 4
2 y  l: m: ys Sp q V q f f , since f normalises V q , .  . .2 4 4
2 y  n:s Sp q V q f , . .2 4
 .where n s l, m . It follows that
2 y  n:T l AB s T l Sp q V q f . . .2 4
2 y  n:s Sp q T l V q f . . .  .2 4
2 y  n:s Sp q V q T l f . .  . . .2 4
 2 .  y . :. y 2 .  2 . y .Now Sp q l V q f s O q s Sp q l V q and so the2 4 2 2 4
right hand side of the displayed equation above has size
2 y n : < <Sp q V q T l f T . .2 4 n :s T l f .y 2 2O q .2
< <  n:  e4The latter equals T if and only if T l f s id, f ; equivalently, if
and only if 2 ern is even. As the latter holds if and only if either
A l T s H or B l T s K it is now straightforward to verify that all
assertions made by Theorem 1.1 concerning line 4 of Table I do indeed
hold.
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 .  q .  . a .Case 5. T , H, K s PV q , V q , H with q ) 2. Here T s8 7
q .  .PV q and, up to Aut T-conjugacy, we may assume that H s V q is8 7
the stabilizer in T of a non-singular vector in the natural action on an
8-dimensional F -vector space equipped with a non-singular F -quadraticq q
.form of q type and that K is the image of H under a triality automor-
phism of T equivalently, an outer automorphism of order 3 not involving
. a field automorphism . Up to T-conjugacy, for q even there are three
choices for H and two choices for K given H, while for q odd there are six
.choices for H and four choices for K given H.
Observe that
 47, q , q for q s 4;4 6X =   4q , q , q for q s 3 or q G 5,3 4 6
where the primitive prime divisors specified do indeed exist. Now for q odd
 .  .PV q is the quotient of V q by its centre, which has order 2, and does7 7
 .  .  .not have a complement in V q , while for q even V q ( PSp q . Thus7 7 6
 .3.D together with Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 implies that H s A l T and
K s B l T. To verify all assertions made by Theorem 1.1 concerning line
5 of Table I, it remains only to determine, up to Aut T-conjugacy, all
possibilities for G. Observe that
S = e if q s 2 e is even;3Out T ( e S = e if q s p is odd,4
while
S = e if q s 2 e is even;2N V q ( . . eOut T 7  S = S = e if q s p is odd,2 2
where the S = S is intransitive in the usual action of S on 4 points. As2 2 4
both A l T and B l T may be extended by an appropriate generating
field automorphism which gives rise to the cyclic subgroup of order e in
.the above expressions , we see that we need only concern ourselves with
what diagonal and graph automorphisms may appear in G. Let denote
the quotient map on Aut T with kernel T = e. Assume first that q is even,
whence Aut T( S and A, B are both isomorphic to subgroups of S . Now3 2
G s AB implies that G s AB. As both A and B are 2-groups, we see that
q< <  .G s 1 or 2, and so up to Aut T-conjugacy we have G F PGO q as8
required. Assume now that q is odd; a similar argument shows that G is
isomorphic to a subgroup of S X S , and so again up to Aut T-conjugacy2 2
q .G F PGO q as required. Finally a careful inspection shows that G can8
q .indeed be any subgroup satisfying T F G F PGO q , except for the case8
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q .in which q is odd and G ( C . For example, G s PGO q with q odd is4 8
obtained by taking
A s N V q ( V q . S = S = e .  .  . .G 7 7 2 2
and
a
B s N V q ( V q . S = e ; .  .  . .G 7 7 2
here A ( S = S is an intransitive subgroup of Aut T( S acting natu-2 2 4
 .rally on 4 points, B ( S is generated by an involution in Aut T 9 ( A2 4
but not in A, and so G s AB( S X S . On the other hand, G ( C2 2 4
cannot occur since a cyclic group of order 4 has no non-trivial factorisa-
tions, while neither A nor B can be isomorphic to C .4
q .Case 6. T s PV 2 . In this case we consider all remaining lines of8
q .Table VI, namely those in which T s PV 2 . In all cases H, K are8
 . 6 maximal subgroups of T isomorphic to one of PSp 2 , A , or 2 :A . The6 9 8
latter group can be thought of as the semi-direct product of 26 by A in8
which the normal subgroup 26 is the minimal irreducible module for A8
w x .over F as described in Section 2.3.1 of 21 . Furthermore, in each case the2
 .  .subgroups TN H rT and TN K rT of Out T are distinct. NoteAut T Aut T
 4that X s 5, 7 and that T s HK.
We now consider what possibilities for A l T and B l T arise subject
 .  .to the condition 3.D ; this means simply listing the subgroups of PSp 2 ,6
6  .A , and 2 : A with orders divisible by 35. In the case of PSp 2 inspection9 8 6
w xof 8, p. 46 and Lemma 3.8 gives the list
PSp 2 , S , S , A , A . .6 8 7 7 8
Note that such subgroups are determined by their isomorphism type up to
 .  .PSp 2 -conjugacy and that only S is a maximal subgroup of PSp 2 . For6 8 6
A , Lemma 3.8 gives9
A , A , S , A .9 8 7 7
Again the subgroups are determined by their isomorphism type up to
A -conjugacy. We turn to consideration of 26: A . Let p : 26: A ª A be9 8 8 8
the projection map with ker p s 26. Suppose that L is a subgroup of 26: A8
< < <  . <with L divisible by 35. Then p L is also divisible by 35, whence by
 .Lemma 3.8 the projection p L is either A or A . In either case, given7 8
6 that 2 is the minimal irreducible module for A over F as described in8 2
w x. 6Section 2.3.1 of 21 , L acts irreducibly on 2 , and so L is isomorphic to
one of
26 : A , 26 : A , A , A .8 7 8 7
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Clearly if L is isomorphic to one of 26: A , 26: A , then L is determined8 7
uniquely by its isomorphism type up to 26: A -conjugacy; if L is isomorphic8
to A or A , then L is a complement to 26 in 26: A , 26: A , respectively,7 8 7 8
 w x.and a standard argument see Ex. 6 of Chapter 6 of 1 shows that there is
a unique 26: A -conjugacy class of such subgroups if L ( A , but that8 7
there are two such if L ( A .8
Observe that all possibilities have orders divisible by all prime divisors of
< <  .  .  .T and so the condition p T : p A l p B is automatically satisfied
by any overgroups A, B. Observe also that all of the above listed
possibilities for A l T and B l T are contained in a unique maximal
subgroup of T ; thus given the above remarks, each such possibility is
uniquely determined up to T-conjugacy by its isomorphism type and the
isomorphism type of a maximal subgroup of T containing it, with the
exception of A contained in 26: A , for which there are two T-conjugacy8 8
classes. This information must be taken into account when calculating the
 .entries in the l, m -column of Table I, and when verifying the final
 .sentence of note ii for Table I.
Rather than now considering what overgroups exist, we instead reduce
to the case G s T by the following argument. The information on maxi-
w xmal subgroups of almost simple groups with socle T given by 8, p. 85
shows that for any choice of H, if L is a subgroup of Aut T satisfying
X : p L and L l T F H , .
 .  .then L F N H ( H.2. Hence A F N H and by a symmetricalAut T G
 .argument, B F N K . Now G s AB implies thatG
GrT s ATrT BTrT F Out T s S . .  . 3
As ATrT , BTrT are either trivial or of order two, we see that GrT is
also either trivial or of order two and that, on interchanging A and B if
 .necessary, we have ATrT F BTrT. Recall that the normalizers N HAut T
 .and N K induce distinct subgroups of Out T. It follows that ATrT isAut T
trivial and A F T. Thus
T s T l AB s A T l B .  .
 . .whence T s A l T B l T as required, and more importantly, the
 .tuple T , G s T , A l T , B l T satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1.
  .Note that we have already verified in the previous paragraph that p T :
 .  .  .p A l T l p B l T . We deduce that the tuples T , G, A, B satisfying
the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 with G ( T.2 can be obtained from those
with G s T by replacing precisely one of A and B by its normalizer in
Aut T and G by AB. Thus it remains only to verify that one of lines 6]10
hold for G s T.
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We assume from now on that G s T whence A F H and B F K.
Hence A, B actually appear in the above lists of subgroups of H and K.
We consider four cases distinguished by H and K corresponding to lines
5]8 of Table VI. In the following the notation W H ., W K . denote
subgroups of H, K, respectively, isomorphic to W.
 .  .Case 6 a . H ( K ( PSp 2 . Here H and K are non-conjugate sub-6
 .groups of T both isomorphic to PSp 2 . By inspecting the above list of6
 .suitable subgroups of PSp 2 we see that, on interchanging A and B if6
necessary either A F S H . and B F S K ., or A s H and B G AK ., for8 8 7
suitable choices of S H ., S K ., and AK .. In the former case the 3-part of8 8 7
< <  .2 4 < < 5AB is at most the 3-part of 8! , namely 3 , whereas T s 3 . Hence3
A s H and B G AK .. It is sufficient to show that T s HAK .. As T s HK,7 7
K .  . K . w  .xwe have T s HA if and only if K s H l K A . Now by 16, 3.1.1 vi7 7
 .H l K ( G 2 and is a maximal subgroup of H. Now L2 of TAB. 2 with2
K . .q s 2 and « s q shows that K factorises as K s S H l K , whence8
 . K . K .  K .. K .K s H l K A if and only if S s H l S A , which in turn7 8 8 7
holds if and only if H l S K . is a transitive subgroup of S K . in its natural8 8
action on 8 points and is not contained in AK .. Furthermore L2 of TAB. 28
shows that H l S K . is a maximal subgroup of S K .; by orders and by8 8
K .  .inspecting a list of maximal subgroups of S we see that it is L 7 :28 2
acting on one-dimensional subspaces of a 2-dimensional F -vector space.7
In particular, it is transitive and not contained in AK ..8
 .  . 6Case 6 b . H ( PSp 2 and K ( 2 : A . In this case we need to6 8
perform some easy calculations involving the natural module for T. To this
end, we view T as the group of all 8 = 8 invertible matrices with entries in
F acting on the F -vector space V s F8 by right multiplication and2 2 2
preserving the quadratic form Q: V ª F with associated symmetric2
 .bilinear form , : V = V ª F given by2
Q e s Q f s e , e s f , f s 0 and e , f s d .  .  .  .  .i i i j i j i j i j
for all i , j s 1, . . . , 4,
 4  .where e , . . . , e , f , . . . , f is the standard basis 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,1 4 1 4
 .4. . . , 0, . . . , 0, 1 for V. Up to Aut T-conjugacy we may assume that H, K
are the set-wise stabilizers T , T in T of the subspaces e qf :  e , e , e , e :1 1 1 2 3 4
 :  : Te q f , e , e , e , e , respectively. For any square matrix a we use a1 1 1 2 3 4
to denote the transpose of a. Explicitly we find that
a 0 Ta g GL 2 , b g M 2 , b s b , .  .1 0 4 4K s :Ty1 / 5 /b 1 and b s 0 for i , . . . , 40 a . i i
( 26 : A .8
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 .By inspecting the above lists of suitable subgroups of H ( PSp 2 and6
K ( 26: A we see that either A F S H ., or A s H and B G AK ., for8 8 7
suitable choices of S H . and AK .. In fact by conjugating if necessary by8 7
some element of K we may assume that AK . is contained in7
a 0
L s : a g GL 2 ( L 2 ( A . 3.E .  .  .T 4 4 8y1 5 /0 a .
To verify line 7 of Table I it is thus sufficient to show that T / S H .K and8
that T s HAK ..7
H . .The former inequality holds if and only if H / S H l K ; as T s HK8
< < 6 wwe have H l K s 2 .168, and it follows from the information given by 8,
x 6  .p. 46 that H l K is a maximal subgroup of H isomorphic to 2 : L 2 and3
is uniquely determined up to H-conjugacy}moreover, the permutation
H . .characters given there show that H does not factorise as S H l K .8
To see that T s HAK . we start by noting that H l L s L . An7  e qf :1 1
 .easy calculation shows that for a g GL 2 we have4
a 0 1 0g H l L if and only if a sTy1  / / 0 w0 a .
 .  .for some w g GL 2 . Thus H l L ( L 2 and is invariant under the3 3
 .  y1 .Touter automorphism of L ( GL 2 induced by x ¬ x . In A there4 8
 .are three A -conjugacy classes of subgroups isomorphic to L 2 ; namely8 3
two intransitive classes interchanged by an outer automorphism of A , and8
one transitive class invariant under an outer automorphism. It follows that
K . .H l L lies in the transitive class, whence L s A H l L and we have7
< < < <H L
K . K .< < < < < <HA s H H l L A s HL s s T .7 7 < <H l L
by direct calculation. Thus T s HAK . as required.7
 .  .Case 6 c . H ( PSp 2 and K ( A . We start by noting that T s HK6 9
and that the information given on L8 of TAB. 4 on this factorisation gives
that H l K is a maximal subgroup of both H and K. Observe that as
< < < <T s HK we have H: H l K s 960 and K : H l K s 120. We split into
 .  .  .three cases: i A s H, ii B s K, and iii A - H and B - K.
Firstly we suppose that A s H. To verify lines 8 and 9 of Table I in this
K . w xinstance we must show that T s HA . By 8, p. 36 we see that H l K is7
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uniquely determined up to K-conjugacy by its index; in fact, H l K (
 .L 8 :3 and the embedding H l K ¨ A ( K is best understood as that2 9
induced by the action on one-dimensional subspaces of a 2-dimensional
F -vector space. It is straightforward to verify that H l K is 2-transitive in8
 . K .the natural action of K on 9 points, and so K factorises as H l K A7
whence
HAK . s H H l K AK . s HK s T .7 7
as required.
Now suppose that B s K. Here we must show that T s AK if and only
H . H . H . wif A G A ; equivalently, that T s A K but that T / S K. By 8,8 8 7
xp. 46 we see that H l K is uniquely determined up to H-conjugacy by its
index; moreover, the permutation characters given there show that H s
H . . < H . <S H l K . It follows that K l S s 42 and by Sylow's theorems8 8
K l S H . can be identified as the normalizer in S K . of a cyclic subgroup8 8
of order 7. Hence K l S H . contains an odd permutation but is not8
transitive in the natural action of S H . on 8 points. We deduce that S H .8 8
 H .. H .  H .. H .factorises as K l S A , but not as K l S S . This completes8 8 8 7
the analysis of this case since for any subgroup L F S H . of H we have8
H .  H ..T s LK if and only if S s L K l S .8 8
Finally suppose that A - H and B - K. We must show that T / AB.
< < < < < < 4Now both A and B divide 8! whence AB has 3-part at most 3 . As
< < 5T s 3 we have T / AB as required.3
 . 6Case 6 d . H ( A and K ( 2 : A . As T s HK we have H l K s9 8
26.3.7 and by inspecting the lists of maximal subgroups of A and A given8 9
w xin 8 we see that H l K, in the natural action of H ( A on 9 points, is9
intransitive and comprises all affine transformations of a 3-dimensional
. H . H . H .F -vector space . Now if A is A , S , or A then A is also intransi-2 8 7 7
w x  .tive and by 21, Theorem D we have A H l K / H, whence AK / T. So
 6 .K . K .A s H. It remains only to show that T s H 2 : A s HA and that7 8
T / HAK ..7
 .We view T as a group of matrices in the same way as in Case 6 b above
we also assume once again that K s T . Let M be the normal e , e , e , e :1 2 3 46 w xsubgroup of K isomorphic to 2 . The information given by 8, p. 85 shows
that all non-trivial elements of M belong to T-conjugacy classes labelled
either 2A, 2C, or 2D. In fact we cannot have elements from both 2C and
2D but in this situation we cannot distinguish which of these classes we
. w xhave. By analysing the permutation character given in 8 for the action of
T on the coset space of H we find that H contains no elements from
T-conjugacy classes 2A, 2C, or 2D. Recall that T s HK whence there are
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.only two choices up to T-conjugacy for H given K. Thus H l M is trivial
and the quotient map K ª KrM ( A restricts to give a monomorphism8
3  .H l K ª A . In the previous paragraph we noted that H l K ( 2 : L 28 3
and on inspecting a list of maximal subgroups of A we see that the image8
 . 6 .K .of H l K in A is transitive of degree 8. Hence K s H l K 2 : A8 7
and so
 .  .K K6 6H 2 : A s H H l K 2 : A s HK s T . .  .7 7
as required.
We now verify that T s HAK .. Observe that M is precisely the sub-8
 :group of K fixing the maximal isotropic subspace e , e , e , e element-1 2 3 4
w xwise. Thus 8 not only tells us that non-trivial elements of M belong to
 4T-conjugacy classes 2A, 2C, or 2D, but moreover, that if x g T _ 1 fixes
any maximal isotropic subspace element-wise, then x belongs to one of the
classes 2A, 2C, or 2D. Up to K-conjugacy we may assume that AK . s L8
 .where L is as defined by 3.E . Let x, y g L be given by
a 0 b 0
x s , y sT Ty1 y1 /  /o a o b .  .
where
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0a s , b s .
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0  0
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
 .  .An easy calculation shows that the subspaces Fix x , Fix y of V fixedV V
element-wise by x, y, respectively, are given by
 :  :Fix x s e , e , e , f , f , f and Fix y s e , e , f , f . .  .V 1 3 4 2 3 4 V 1 3 2 4
Hence both x and y fix element-wise the maximal isotropic subspace
 :e , e , f , f , and so belong to T-conjugacy classes 2A, 2C, or 2D. Note1 3 2 4
also that x and y cannot be T-conjugate as their fixed-point spaces have
different dimensions. Since L ( A has precisely two conjugacy classes of8
order 2 we conclude that all elements of order 2 in L belong to one of the
classes 2A, 2C, 2D, which implies that H l L has odd order since, as
noted above, H contains no elements from such classes. Recall that
6  . < <H l K ( 2 : L 2 whence H l L F 21. Conversely, Sylow's theorem im-3
plies that any subgroup of K ( 26: A of order 7 is conjugate to one of the8
 :  :.form z with z g L of order 7. It is straightforward to see that N zK
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is a Frobenius group of order 21 and is contained in L. We again apply
Sylow's theorem to deduce that any group of order 21 has a normal
subgroup of order 7, whence any subgroup of K of order 21 is K-conjugate
 :.to N z F L. So, by replacing H if necessary by some K-conjugate ofK
< <H, we have H l L G 21. Equality follows, and we see that
< < < <H L 9!8!
< < < <HL s s s T
< <H l L 4.21
which gives the required factorisation T s HAK . of T.8
Finally we show that HAK . / T. Now given that T s HAK ., the latter7 8
K .  K .. K . K .holds if and only if A / H l A A where A is chosen to be a8 8 7 7
K . < K . <subgroup of A . In the previous paragraph we saw that H l A s 218 8
which means that H l AK . is an intransitive subgroup of AK . in its8 8
K .  K .. K .action on 8 points, and so A / H l A A . The proof of Theorem8 8 7
1.1 is now finished.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
Throughout this section we suppose that G is almost simple with socle
T , and that M is a multiple-factorisation of G. We split the proof of
Theorem 1.2 into the following five cases:
 . < <1 M maximal and M s 3;
 . < <2 M maximal and M s 4;
 . < <3 M maximal and M G 5;
 . < <4 M strong and M s 3;
 . < <5 M strong and M G 4.
 . < <  4Case 1 . M maximal and M s 3. We write M s A, B, C ; thus A,
B, C are maximal subgroups of G not containing T and satisfying
G s AB s BC s AC.
 .We must show that the pair G, M is Aut T-equivalent to a pair listed
  .either by Table II or by Table III. Recall from note i for Tables II]V
  4.  .that G , A , B , C is Aut T-equivalent to G, M if and only if there0 0 0 0
exist s g Aut T and x, y, z g G such that
s  4 s x s y s zG s G and A , B , C s A , B , C . 4 .0 0 0 0
Conversely, we must also show that the implications of each line of Tables
II and III are valid, i.e., that the information so given is correct and that
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 .each pair G, M so specified does indeed correspond to a maximal
multiple-factorisation of G.
If T ( A and G s A or S for some n G 5, then we may assume thatn n n
B and C are either both transitive or both intransitive in the natural
. w xaction of G on n points . Given that G s BC, Corollary 5 on p. 9 21
implies that n s 6, that both B and C are transitive, and that, up to
T-conjugacy and interchanging B and C if necessary,
B s PGL 5 l G and C s S X S l G. .  .2 3 2
  .Here PGL 5 is viewed as a subgroup of S via its action on one-dimen-2 6
sional subspaces of a 2-dimensional F -vector space, and S X S is viewed5 3 2
as a subgroup of S by identification with the stabilizer in S of a partition6 6
 4 .of 1, . . . , 6 into 2 equal parts. If A is also a transitive subgroup, then by
w xapplying 21, Corollary 5 to the factorisation G s AB we have that A and
C are G-conjugate, whence G / AC}a contradiction. Hence A is intran-
 .sitive. Choose 1 F k F 3 such that A F S = S l G. It is clear thatk 6yk
w xC is not 2-homogenous and so given that G s AC, 21, Corollary 5 implies
that k s 1. Thus A is unique up to T-conjugacy. It follows that line 1 of
Table II holds. Conversely, it is clear that all implications of line 1 of Table
II are valid.
w xIf T s A and G g S , then by 8, p. 4 there are precisely three6 6
G-conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups of G. As no pair of A, B, C are
G-conjugate, we may assume that A, B, C have orders dividing
23.5, 24 .32 , 25,
< < < < < <respectively. But then T does not divide B C }a contradiction.
So we may assume that T is not an alternating group. All maximal
w xfactorisations of T are listed in TABS. 1]6 of 21 . We proceed by
considering in turn T exceptional of Lie type, T sporadic, T classical and
q . q .not isomorphic to PV q , and lastly T ( PV q .8 8
T Exceptional of Lie Type
w xAll factorisations of G are listed in TAB. 5 of 21 . By inspection it is
clear that given T , there are at most two G-conjugacy classes of maximal
factorisations of G and so no examples arise.
T Sporadic
w xAll factorisations of G are listed in TAB. 6 of 21 . As G must have at
least three G-conjugacy classes of maximal factorisations for which there is
no factor common to all of them, we see that T is isomorphic to one of
M , M , or Co .12 24 1
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Suppose first that T s M . As all maximal factorisations not involving12
 .M , share a common factor, namely L 11 , we may assume that A l T s11 2
M , whence G s T and A s M by the maximality of A in G. Note that11 11
A here is uniquely determined only up to Aut T-conjugacy, and not up to
T-conjugacy.
Suppose that B is also isomorphic to M . As A, B are not G-conjugate,11
a  4we have B s A for some a g Aut T _ Inn T , in which case A, B is
unique up to T-conjugacy. Now the factorisation G s AB corresponds to
L3 of TAB. 6, and C satisfies G s AC s AaC. Inspection of the permuta-
w xtion characters given by 8, p. 33 together with L4]9 of TAB. 6, shows that
one of lines 2]5 of Table II holds. Conversely, it is clear that the
implications of these lines are valid.
We may now assume that neither B nor C is isomorphic to M . Hence11
the factorisation G s BC corresponds to L10 or to L11 of TAB. 6. Both
 .  .involve L 11 and so we may assume that B s L 11 , which is uniquely2 2
determined up to T-conjugacy. This forces C ( M :2 or M :S . By in-10 9 3
w xspecting the permutation characters given by 8, p. 33 we see that G s AB
and that for either choice of isomorphism type of C, we have G s BC but
that G s AC if and only if C is chosen from one of two possible
 .T-conjugacy classes that is unique given A . We deduce that lines 6 and 7
of Table II hold, but as there are two choices for A up to T-conjugacy, we
see that each line corresponds to two T-equivalence classes of examples.
This observation is borne out by direct calculation of X ; in each case
X s T. Conversely, it is clear that the implications of both of these lines
are valid.
w xWe now suppose that T s M . Inspection of 8, p. 96 shows that any24
maximal subgroup of G is uniquely determined up to G-conjugacy by its
isomorphism type. Now the maximal factorisations of G are given by
 .L16]23 of TAB. 6. As all involve either M or L 23 we may assume that23 2
 .A s M and B s L 23 . But then C satisfies G s AC s BC and by23 2
inspection no such C exists.
w xFinally we suppose that T s Co . Inspection of 8, p. 183 shows that any1
maximal subgroup of G is uniquely determined up to T-conjugacy by its
isomorphism type. Now the maximal factorisations of G are given by
L35]39 of TAB. 6. As all involve either Co or Co we may assume that2 3
A s Co and B s Co . But then G / AB and so no examples arise.2 3
q .T Classical and T \ PV q8
w xAll factorisations of G are listed in TABS. 1]3 of 21 . We deal first with
 .the case T s Sp q with q even. As T alternating has already been4
considered we may suppose that q G 4. Now Out T involves a graph
automorphism and this means that care must be taken in interpreting the
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w x  .results of 21 . We start by observing that G F PGSp q , as if not, then G4
 w  .xpossesses no maximal factorisations cf. 21, 5.1.7 b . Now by Theorem 5.6
w x  w x w x.of 15 parts of which are originally due to Mitchell 22 and Flesner 10
if H is a maximal subgroup of G then H l T is one of the following,
where each possibility corresponds to a unique T-conjugacy class, but
where the first six become Aut T-conjugate in pairs as indicated and P isi
.the stabilizer of an isotropic i-dimensional subspace, for i s 1, 2 :
Oy q q . O qP  .4 41
2 P Sp q X S .PSp q .2 .2 2 22
Sp q . Sz q4 0  .
c q non-square.q s q0
Recall the concept of primitive prime divisors as introduced in Section 3.
< <We see that the primitive prime divisor q divides G and so must divide4
< < < < < <the orders of at least two of A, B, C since G divides each of A B ,
< < < < < < < <B C , A C . As the only possibilities with order divisible by q corre-4
y .  2 .  .spond to O q , PSp q .2, or Sz q , and as the first two of these are4 2
AutT-conjugate, we may assume up to Aut T-conjugacy that A l T s
 2 . y .  .PSp q .2 and that B l T s O q or Sz q . If the latter then G / AB2 4
and so the former holds. Observe that the factorisation G s AB is given
 4by L6 of TAB. 1 and that the pair A, B is in fact uniquely determined up
to T-conjugacy. We now consider the possibilities for C in turn. Although
 . wthe factorisation G s AP is possible L5 of TAB. 1 , on inspecting 21,1
.x5.1.7b , we see that G s BP is not; hence C l T / P . By applying a1 1
y .graph automorphism we also see that C l T / P . Now C l T / O q2 4
 2 . q .nor PSp q .2 as C is G-conjugate to neither A nor B. If C l T s O q2 4
 .or Sp q X S then by L6 and 11 of TAB. 1, G s AC s BC if and only if2 2
 .q s 4 and G s PGSp q contains all field automorphisms. In this case C4
is unique up to Aut T-conjugacy, but there are two choices up to G-con-
 .  .jugacy, and line 9 of Table II holds for m s 2 . If C l T s Sp q then4 0
C is unique up to T-conjugacy, and by L13]14 of TAB. 1, G s AC s BC if
2  .and only if q s q s 4 or 16, and G s PGSp q contains all field auto-0 4
morphisms. In each case we have a single T-equivalence class of examples
corresponding to lines 10 and 11 of Table II. This leaves only C l T s
 .Sz q to consider: here G / AC and so we have no examples. Conversely,
it is clear from the above that the implications of lines 9]11 of Table II
 .for m s 2 are all valid.
 .We now assume that T / PSp q with q even, and start by supposing4
that all of the maximal factorisations G s AB s BC s AC are listed in
w xTAB. 1 of 21 . It is straightforward to see that no such examples arise if T
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 .is linear, unitary, or orthogonal, and so we suppose that T s PSp q2 m
with m G 2 and either q odd or m / 2. If q is odd then only L5 of TAB. 1
applies and no examples arise; thus q is even and m ) 2. In this case all
subgroups of T appearing in TAB. 1 correspond to a unique T-conjugacy
class. Thus for fixed q, each of the subgroups
P , P , N , Sp q X S , Sp q1r2 .  .1 m 2 m 2 2 m
is involved in at most one maximal factorisation listed in TAB. 1; it follows
that none of the factorisations given by L5, 7]9, 12]14 of TAB. 1 corre-
spond to any of G s AB s BC s AC. We are left with only L6, 10, and 11
of TAB. 1 to consider. Inspection shows that all possible examples corre-
spond to either line 8 or line 9 of Table II, and that all implications of
these lines are valid.
Secondly we suppose that all of the maximal factorisations G s AB s
BC s AC are listed in TABS. 1]2, with at least one from TAB. 2. In fact, as
the factorisations of TAB. 1 involve only geometric subgroups, while those
in TAB. 2 involve at least one non-geometric subgroup, we may assume that
A is not geometric and that both G s AB and G s AC are factorisations
 .listed in TAB. 2. Given that by assumption T / PSp q with q even, we see4
that either
T s PSp q with q even, A l T s G q , and .  .6 2
 4 y qB l T , C l T : O q , O q , P , N , 4 .  .6 6 1 2
or
T s V q with q odd, A l T s G q , and .  .7 2
 4 q y q yB l T , C l T : P , N , N , N , N . 41 1 1 2 2
The factorisation G s BC must then be listed in TAB. 1. Inspection shows
that examples only arise when the former holds, and that such examples
correspond to either line 12 or line 13 of Table II; moreover we see that all
implications of lines 12 and 13 of Table II are valid.
Finally we suppose that at least one of the factorisations G s AB s
w xBC s AC is listed in Table 3 of 21 . Thus T is highly restricted and
 .inspection shows that no examples arise unless T s PV 3 . Here the7
w xinformation given by 8, p. 109 can be used to show both that any such
example is Aut T-equivalent to one given either by line 14 or by line 15 of
Table II; and also that the implications of these lines are valid.
q .T ( PV q8
w xAll factorisations of G are listed in TAB. 4 of 21 . Recall that in note
 .iii for Tables II and III, we defined various elements and subgroups of
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Aut T for the sake of precision. We use the notation set up there in what
 4follows. In particular, we gave a set of generators r, r , d , a , f for Out Tw
and noted that Out T is isomorphic to S = e if q is even, and to S = e if3 4
q is odd. To assist in some of the calculations which follow, particularly in
  .those which determine X where X is defined as in Note iv on Tables
.II]V , we would like to make this isomorphism explicit by noting that f
can be taken as the generator of the cyclic subgroup of order e, and that
the other generators can be identified as
34 . 13 24 if q odd; .  .
r ¬ 12 , a ¬ 123 , r ¬ d ¬ .  .w  id if q even.12 .
We now start by assuming that both A l T and B l T are Aut T-con-
jugate to N , which we may identify as the stabilizer in T of the subspace1
 :¨ where ¨ s e q f . Thus up to Aut T-conjugacy we can assume A l4 4
 .a tT s N . Given that G s AB, L1 of TAB. 4 implies that B s A for some1
triality t . As t is Out T-conjugate to a , we can take t s a whence
 .a 2B l T s N . The maximality of A and B in G implies that1
G F N A l T l N B l T . .  .Aut T Aut T
Now
 :N N s r , r , f .Aut T 1 w
 :and it follows that G F F s T , f . To see what possible subgroups C can
w xarise we consider which factorisations listed in 21 involve any Aut T-
conjugate of N . Such factorisations are precisely those given by L1]6, 8,1
11, 12, and 16 of TAB. 4; from these we obtain the examples given by lines
w x1]10 of Table III. In all but one such case the information given in 21
w xtogether with 8 is sufficient to make the determination of the possible G
and the calculation of X straightforward. The exceptional case is that
w xcorresponding to L12 of TAB. 4. Here q s 3. Lemma C of 5.1.15 of 21
q .demonstrates that T s HK for some Aut T-conjugates H, K of N , V 2 ,1 8
respectively; we need to decide precisely which conjugates. Let u be any
non-singular vector in V, and let r be the reflection in u, i.e.,u
x , u u .
r : x ¬ x y for all x g V .u Q u .
 .Let H s N T and let K be the normalizer in Aut T of anyAut T u:
q .Aut T-conjugate of V 2 .8
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Our claim is that
T s H l T K l T if and only if T F HK , and that this .  .
in turn holds if and only if r f TK , or equivalently, if and 4.A .u
only if r f K .u
To see this we start by noting that up to T-conjugacy there are eight
 4 q .choices for the pair H, K . Under the conjugation action of PGO q ,8
these eight choices fall into two orbits of size 4, distinguished by whether
w x  .r g TK or not. Since Lemma C of 21, 5.1.15 shows that T s H l T Ku
.l T F HK for at least one choice of H and K, it is sufficient to show
that T g HK for at least one choice of H, K satisfying r g TK. We viewu
q .  .2.O 2 as the Weyl group W s W E of type E acting naturally on a8 8 8
Euclidean space U spanned by a root system F, i.e., W is the group of
isometries of U generated by the reflections in the hyperplanes in U
orthogonal to each of the roots in F. We further assume that F and U are
w xas described by Section 3.6 of 7 , except that we change notation so that
x , . . . , x is an orthonormal basis for U and1 8
81
x y x , x y x , x y x , x y x , x y x , x y x , x q x , y x1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 6 7 i2 is1
 :is a fundamental system F. Let , be the inner product on U, and let PU
 :be the above set of fundamental roots. Observe that a , b g Z for allU
 w x.roots a , b g F. A complete listing of roots is given in 7, 3.6 . Now the
lattice ZF s ZP of all integral linear combinations of roots is preserved
 .by the action of W. We let Y be the tensor product ZF m F of theZ 3
additive group of ZF with the additive group of F , and we view Y as a3
 4 8-dimensional F -vector space with basis a m 1: a g P cf. Section 4.4 of3
w x.  .  :7 . Let , be the symmetric bilinear form Y = Y ª F induced by , UY 3
and reduction modulo 3, and let Q be the quadratic form associated withY
 .  .Y, i.e., Q y s y y, y for all y g Y. A straightforward calculation showsY
that Y contains an orthonormal basis, namely x m 1, . . . , x m 1, whence1 8
 . w x, is non-degenerate of type q by 2.5.10 and 2.5.12 of 18 . Observe thatY
the action of W on U gives rise to an action of W on Y preserving Q andY
 ., . By identifying Y and the vector space V on which T acts, we obtainY
q .an embedding of W in O 3 ; by factoring out scalars we obtain an8
q .embedding V 2 ¨ T. Let K be the image of this embedding, so that8 0
q .  .K is Aut T-conjugate to V 2 ; set K s N K . Let a be the0 8 Aut T 0 0
highest root in F with respect to the fundamental system P, that is,
 .a s x y x . Then Q a m 1 s 1, whence a m 1 is a non-singular0 1 8 Y 0 0
 .  .vector in Y. Set u s a m 1 and H s N T ; we verify 4.A by0 Aut T u:
w xshowing that r f K and that T g HK. Using 7, 2.5.4 we see thatu
 :N u ( W A = W E ( 2 = Sp 2 = 2. .  .  .  .W 1 7 6
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 .  .Thus K involves Sp 2 , and by inspecting a list of maximal subgroups0 u: 6
q . w x  .  . < <of V 2 as given by 8, p. 84 we see that K ( Sp 2 . Now HK8 0 u: 6
divides
< <K0
< < < < < < < <T K N T K s T N T K .  .u: 0 Aut T u: u: Aut T u:K .  :u0
< <s T .120.4.6,u:
< < < <which is not divisible by T since T : T s 1066. Hence T g HK. Also Wu:
clearly contains the reflection r in u as u is a root, whence r g K andu u
 .4.A holds.
 .We now use 4.A to verify that line 9 of Table III holds under the
assumption that A l T s N a, B l T s N a 2, and C l T is Aut T-con-1 1
q .jugate to V 2 . Certainly we have G s T , since we have already noted8
that T F G F F, but for q s 3, T s F. Since both
T s N aC and T s N a 2C ,1 1
by applying a 2, a , respectively, we deduce that
T s N C a 2 and T s N C a .1 1
 .Then by 4.A we have
2a ar s r f N C l N C . . .¨ Aut T Aut T
 .On recalling the identification between Out T and S in which r ¬ 344
 .  .since q s 3 is odd , a ¬ 123 , and
q  :N V 2 s 12 , 123 , .  .  . .Aut T 8
q .we deduce that C s V 2 whence line 9 of Table IV does indeed hold.8
q .Conversely, the claim shows that T s N V 2 whence1 8
T s N aVq 2 s N a 2Vq 2 , .  .1 8 1 8
q .since a normalises V 2 up to T-conjugacy. Also X can be calculated by8
noting firstly that
q  :X F TN V 2 s T , r , a , . .Aut T 8 w
 a a 24asecondly that a f X since N , N is not, up to T-conjugacy, equal to1 1
 a a 24N , N , and finally that r g X since1 1 w
r w 2  2 . r wa aa r r a r rw w w wN s N and N s N .  .1 1 1 1
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2a a r r 2w ware T-conjugate to N and N , respectively, as N s N and a s a .1 1 1 1
Hence all implications of line 9 of Table IV are valid.
We now suppose that A l T s N and that N is not Aut T-conjugate1 1
to either B l T or C l T.
If either B l T or C l T is Aut T-conjugate to P , then by L2 of TAB. 41
we may assume that B l T s P a or P a 2. These options are interchanged1 1
 .on conjugating by r g N N and so up to Aut T-equivalence we mayw Aut T 1
assume that B l T s P a. Direct calculation shows that the maximality of1
 :A and B in G implies that G F F, rr . Given that G s BC, TAB. 4w
y q .shows that C l T is Aut T-conjugate to one of N , A with q s 2, V 22 9 8
with q s 3, or 26: A with q s 3. The latter does not occur since there is8
 6 .no corresponding N 2 : A factorisation; the former three give rise to1 8
lines 11]13 of Table IV and we leave the verification of the fine detail to
the reader.
We now suppose that neither B l T nor C l T is Aut T-conjugate to
P ; if one is Aut T-conjugate to Ny, then by L3 of TAB. 4 we may assume1 2
 y.a  y.a 2that B l T s N or N . Again these options are interchanged on2 2
 .conjugating by r g N N and so up to Aut T-equivalence we mayw Aut T 1
 y.aassume that B l T s N . Given that G s BC, TAB. 4 shows that2
C l T is Aut T-conjugate to one of A with q s 2 or Nq with q s 4.9 2
These possibilities give rise to lines 14 and 15 of Table II, respectively; we
again leave the verification of the fine detail to the reader.
We now suppose that neither B l T nor C l T is Aut T-conjugate to
P or Ny. As the factorisation G s BC does not involve N , P , or Ny it1 2 1 1 2
must be given by L14 of TAB. 4; but then one of B, C does not allow a
factorisation with A.
Finally it remains to consider the case in which none of A l T , B l T ,
C l T is Aut T-conjugate to N . Thus the factorisations G s AB s AC s1
BC are given by three of L7, 9, 10, 13]15, and 17 of TAB. 4; it is clear that
the only possibility is that given by line 16 of Table II. Again we leave the
 .verification of the fine detail to the reader. This completes Case 1 of the
proof of Theorem 1.2.
 . < <  4Case 2 . M maximal and M s 4. We write M s A, B, C, D ; thus
A, B, C, D are maximal subgroups of G not containing T and satisfying
G s AB s AC s AD s BC s BD s CD.
 .We must show that the pair G, M is Aut T-equivalent to a pair listed by
  .   4.Table IV. Recall from note i for Tables II]V that G , A , B , C , D0 0 0 0 0
 .is Aut T-equivalent to G, M if and only if there exist s g Aut T and
w, x, y, z g G such that
s  4 s w s x s y s zG s G and A , B , C , D s A , B , C , D . 4 .0 0 0 0 0
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Conversely, we must also show that the implications of each line of Ta-
ble IV are valid, i.e., that the information so given is correct and that each
 .pair G, M so specified does indeed correspond to a maximal multiple-
factorisation of G.
Observe that each of
 4  4  4  4A , B , C , A , B , D , A , C , D , B , C , D 4.B .
 .is a maximal multiple-factorisation of G. By Case 1 the possibilities for
each are listed in Tables II and III. Observe also that no two of A, B, C,
D are G-conjugate to each other. It is easy to see that none of the
q .possibilities in Table II applies, and so T s PV q . In order to treat this8
case in as uniform a fashion as possible we first prove the following lemma.
q .LEMMA 4.1. Let G be almost simple with socle T s PV q and let N8
< <be a maximal multiple-factorisation of G with N s 3. Note that Aut T
has a normal subgroup Y containing all field automorphisms and such that
Aut TrY ( S , and moreo¨er, that such a normal subgroup is unique. In the3
 .  : .notation of note iii for Tables II]V we ha¨e Y s T , f, d . Let j :
Aut T ª S be any map with ker j s Y. Then either3
Syl S s j N L l T : L g N , 4 .  . .2 3 Aut T
 .where Syl S is the set of Sylow 2-subgroups of S , or q s 3, N is2 3 3
Aut T-equi¨ alent to a multiple-factorisation as specified either by line 9 or by
q .line 13 of Table III, and there exists L g N with L l T ( V 2 .8
 .Proof. Given that Case 1 above has been proved, this follows by
inspection of Table III.
The pigeon-hole argument shows, with j as in Lemma 4.1, that
j N A l T , j N B l T , .  . .  .Aut T Aut T
j N C l T , j N D l T .  . .  .Aut T Aut T
 .are not pair-wise distinct elements of Syl S . Thus at least one of the2 3
 .maximal multiple-factorisations listed by 4.B is Aut T-equivalent to a
multiple-factorisation as specified either by line 9 or by line 13 of Table
III. Moreover, up to Aut T-conjugacy and relabelling A, B, C, D if nec-
q .essary, we may assume that A l T s V 2 . It is now straightforward, and8
we leave it to the reader, to show that M is Aut T-equivalent to a
multiple-factorisation as specified by Table IV, and conversely that all
 .implications of Table IV are valid. This completes Case 2 of the proof of
Theorem 1.2.
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 . < <  .Case 3 . M maximal and M G 5. By the results of Case 2 we have
q .T s PV 3 and may assume that M contains the groups A, B, C of8
Table IV, together with D s N and E s P . Then, since DE / G, we see1 1
< <that there are no examples with M G 5.
 . < <  4Case 4 . M strong and M s 3. We write M s A, B, C ; thus A, B,
C are subgroups of G not containing T and satisfying
G s A B l C s B A l C s C A l B . 4.C .  .  .  .
 .We must show that the pair G, M is Aut T-equivalent to a pair listed by
   4.  .Table V. As before G , A , B , C is Aut T-equivalent to G, M if and0 0 0 0
only if there exist s g Aut T and x, y, z g G such that
s  4 s x s y s zG s G and A , B , C s A , B , C . 4 .0 0 0 0
Conversely, we must also show that the implications of each line of Table
V hold. We use a reduction step based upon the following lemma.
 4LEMMA 4.2. Let G be almost simple with socle T , and let A, B, C be a
strong multiple-factorisation of G. Then the following all hold:
 .i let G be a subgroup of G containing T and at least one of A, B, C,0
 4and set A s A l G , B s B l G , and C s C l G ; then A , B , C0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
is a strong multiple-factorisation of G ;0
 .ii set G s AT l BT l CT and A s A l G , B s B l G , and1 1 1 1 1
 4C s C l G ; then A , B , C is a strong multiple-factorisation of G , and1 1 1 1 1 1
G s A T s B T s C T ;1 1 1 1
 .  .iii let G , A , B , C be as in ii , and let A , B , C be maximal1 1 1 1 2 2 2
 4subgroups of G containing A , B , C , respecti¨ ely; then A , B , C is a1 1 1 1 2 2 2
multiple-factorisation of G that is both maximal and strong.1
  ..   ..Proof. We start by noting that G in i , and G in ii , are both0 1
almost simple with socle T , and so it is sensible to consider multiple-
 .factorisations of G and G . We turn to part i . Certainly A , B , C are0 1 0 0 0
subgroups of G not containing T and so it is enough to show that0
G s A B l C s B A l C s C A l B . 4.D .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 .Without loss of generality we may assume that A F G , and so 4.D is0
equivalent to
G s A B l C l G s B l G A l C s C l G A l B . .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
 .This follows by intersecting 4.C with G and noting that A, A l C, and0
A l B are all subgroups of G .0
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 .We now consider part ii . It is easy to see that
G s AT l BT l CT s AT l B T l C T . . .1
 .  4By applying part i , firstly to the strong multiple-factorisation A, B, C of
G with G s AT , secondly to the strong multiple-factorisation A, AT l0
4  .B, AT l C of AT with G s AT l B T , and thirdly to the strong0
  .  . 4multiple-factorisation A l AT l B T , AT l B, C l AT l B T of
 .   . .  4AT l B T with G s C l AT l B T T , we deduce that A , B , C is0 1 1 1
a strong multiple-factorisation of G as required. Now1
C s C l G s C l AT l B T l C T . .1 1
s AT l B T l C C l T , .  . .
whence
C T s AT l B T l C C l T T s AT l B T l C T s G . .  .  . .  .1 1
 .The equalities G s A T s B T follow by symmetry and so ii holds.1 1 1
 .Finally we consider part iii . Since G s A T s B T s C T , we see that1 1 1 1
A , B , C are maximal subgroups of G not containing T. Given that2 2 2 1
 4  .A ,B , C is a strong multiple-factorisation of G the remainder of iii1 1 1 1
follows easily.
In the following we consider three exhaustive and mutually exclusive
subcases distinguished by the following conditions on the strong multiple-
 4factorisation A, B, C of G:
 .  4A A, B, C is also a maximal multiple-factorisation of G, or
equivalently, A, B, C are all maximal subgroups of G whence G s AT s
.BT s CT ;
 .B G s AT s BT s CT but A, B, C are not all maximal subgroups
of G;
 .C one of AT , BT , CT is a proper subgroup of G.
 .The key significance of the above lemma is that if Subcase C applies,
 .then using Lemma 4.2 ii we can reduce to a strong multiple-factorisation
 .  .  .for which either Subcase A or Subcase B applies, while if Subcase B
 .applies, then using Lemma 4.2 iii we can reduce to a strong multiple-
 .factorisation for which Subcase A applies, namely to a strong multiple-
factorisation that is also maximal.
We shall also need the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.3. Let K, L, M be subgroups of a group H. Then the following
are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .  .i H s K L l M s L K l M s M K l L ;
 .  . .ii H s KL s LM s KM and K s K l M K l L ;
 .  .iii H s KL s LM s KM and H s M K l L .
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 .  .  . Proof. That i implies iii is obvious. We assume iii ; as H s M K l
.L we have
K s K l H s K l M K l L s K l M K l L , .  .  . .
 .and ii holds.
 .  . .  .We assume ii . Then H s MK s M K l M K l L s M K l L . A
 .similar argument shows that H s K l M L. Finally, as H s LM, H s
 .M K l L , and H s KL we have
< < < < < < < < < <K L l M L M H
< <K L l M s s K .
< < < < < < < <K l L l M H M K l L
< < < <K L
< <s s H ,
< <K l L
 .  .whence H s K L l M and i holds.
 .  4Subcase A . M s A, B, C is a maximal multiple-factorisation of G.
 .  .Given Case 1 of the proof of Theorem 1.2 the pair G, M is Aut T-
equivalent to one listed either by Table II or by Table III. Thus it is
sufficient to consider each line of Tables II and III in turn, and to show
that the maximal multiple-factorisation so listed is a strong multiple-
factorisation if and only if one of the following holds: line 1 of Table II
with G s S , line 8 of Table II with b s 2, line 12 of Table II, or line 13 of6
Table III. The first possibility corresponds to line 1 of Table V, the second
.to line 2, the third to line 3, and the fourth to line 7. We start by using an
elementary divisibility argument to discount lines 2]7, 10, 11, 14, and 15 of
Table II and lines 11, 12, 14]16 of Table III.
 4If A, B, C is a strong multiple-factorisation of G then by Lemma 4.3
 . .we have C s A l C B l C which implies that
< < < < < <C : A l C C : B l C s C : A l B l C .
< < < < < <Now G s AC s AT implies that G: A s C: A l C s T : A l T ; like-
< < < < < <wise, G s BC s BT implies that G: B s C: B l C s T : B l T . It
< < < < < <follows that T : A l T T : B l T divides C .
Now if one of lines 2]7, 14, 15 of Table II or one of lines 12, 14, 16 of
Table III applies then G s T , in which case A s A l T , B s B l T , and
 . q .C s C l T , and T is one of M , PV 3 , or PV 2 . For such T , lists of12 7 8
w xmaximal subgroups appear in 8, pp. 33, 109, 85 , respectively and we use
< < < <the information there to tabulate in Table IX the values of T : A , T : B ,
< < < < < <and C . In each case, we find that T : A l T T : B l T does not divide
< <  4C and so A, B, C is not a strong multiple-factorisation of G.
This leaves lines 11 and 15 of Table III and lines 10 and 11 of Table II
to be eliminated using the same divisibility argument a little more care-
fully.
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TABLE IX
Elimination by Divisibility Argument
< < < < < <T Table Line T : A T : B C
2 2 2M III 2 2 .3 2 .3 2 .3.5.1112
43 2 .3.5
64 2 .3
3 25 2 .3
4 2 5 26 2 .3 2 .3 .5
4 37 2 .3
3 3 3 9 4 .PV 3 III 12 2.3 .7 2 .3 .5 2 .3 .5.77
7 413 2 .3 .5.7
q 3 3 6 4 .PV 2 IV 12 2 .3.5 3 .5 2 .3 .5.78
514 2 .5.7
5 316 2 .5.7 3 .5
q .If line 11 of Table III holds then T s PV q and inspection shows that8
1
3 4< <T : A l T s q q y 1 , .
2, q y 1 .
< < 3 2T : B l T s q q 1 q q 1 q q 1 , . .  .
and
2
6 3 4 2< <C l T s q q q 1 q y 1 q y 1 q q 1 . . .  .  .22, q y 1 .
 : < <  . < < eAs G F F, rr we see that C divides 2, q y 1 e C l T where q s p .w
However,
< < 3 22, q y 1 e C l T 2 eq q y 1 .  .
s 2< < < <T : A l T T : B l T q q 1 .
< < < < < <is clearly not an integer, and so T : A l T T : B l T does not divide C .
q .If line 15 of Table III holds then T s PV q and inspection shows that8
< < 6 < < 11 < < 14T : A l T s 2 , T : B l T s 2 , and C s 2 ,2 2 2
< < < < < <whence again T : A l T T : B l T does not divide C .
 .If either line 10 or line 11 of Table II holds, then T s PSp q with4
 .q s 4 or 16, and G s PGSp q . Inspection shows that4
< < < < 2T : A l T s T : B l T s q y 12 9 2 9
and
< < 2C s q y 1 q y 1 , . .2 9
< < < < < <whence once again T : A l T T : B l T does not divide C .
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We now eliminate all remaining lines of Table III except line 13, i.e.,
 .lines 1]10. To do this we assume that T , G, A, B, C is so listed and
 4 q .A, B, C is a strong multiple-factorisation of G. In all cases T s PV q ,8
a a 2 w  .xA l T s N , and B l T s N . By 16, 3.1.1 vi1 1
N l N a s N l N a 2 s N a l N a 2 s G q .1 1 1 1 1 1 2
w  .x  .and is normalised by a . Note also that by 16, 3.1.1 v , G q is normalised2
 :by the generating field automorphism f and so, since G F F s T , f , we
have
N N l N N a s N N l N N a 2 .  . .  .G 1 G 1 G 1 G 1
s N N a l N N a 2 s N G q . . .  . .G 1 G 1 G 2
 a .Since in each case G is also normalised by a and since A s N N is aG 1
 .maximal subgroup of G, the factorisation G s A l B C gives rise to the
maximal factorisations
G s N N C s N N a C s N N a 2 C .  .  .G 1 G 1 G 1
of G. The only possibility for C for which this is true is that given by line 9
 q .. w xof Table III; here C s N V 2 is also normalised by a , and from 16G 8
we deduce that
 :  :  :G. a s A l B . a C. a .  . .
 : w xis a maximal factorisation of G. a }this is a contradiction as by 21 no
such factorisation exists.
We now turn to considering maximal multiple-factorisations that do give
rise to examples of strong multiple-factorisations.
We assume that line 1 of Table II holds. Thus T s A and G s A or6 6
S . If G s S then up to G-conjugacy we may assume that6 6
 4A s p g S : 6p s 6 ,6
B s Aa ,
and
 4  4  4C s p g S : 1, 2, 3 p s 1, 2, 3 or 4, 5, 6 , 46
where a is an outer automorphism of S normalizing C. Clearly6
 4  4A l C s p g S : 6p s 6 and 1, 2, 3 p s 1, 2, 3 ( S = S . 46 3 2
< <Since S s AB we have A l B s 20 and by Sylow's theorems A l B is6
the normalizer in A of a Sylow 5-subgroup of A. Hence up to A-conjugacy
we have
 :A l B s N 12345 ( 5:4. .A
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By direct calculation we find
A l B l C s 13 45 , id . 4 .  .
For later usage we note that A l B l C is contained in the derived
.subgroups A9, B9, C9 of A, B, C, respectively. It follows that
20.12
< <A l B A l C s s 120 s A . .  .
2
 . .  4Thus A s A l B A l C and by Lemma 4.3, A, B, C is a strong
multiple-factorisation of G as required.
On the other hand, if G s A then a similar calculation again shows6
< <  . .that A l B l C s 2 and by orders we have A / A l B A l C .
We assume now that either line 8 or line 9 of Table II holds. So
 . e  b.G s PGSp q with 2 s q s 2 or 4. Now A s Sp q .be and the2 m 2 a
w  .xargument of 21, 3.2.1 d shows that
A l B s Oy q b .be and A l C s Oq q b .be .  .2 a 2 a
are both maximal subgroups of A. Now A is almost simple since q b G 4
w x  . . and 21 shows that A s A l B A l C if and only if q s b s 2. To
see this for a G 2 we consult the sections of TABS. 1, 2, 3 for symplectic
.groups, and for a s 1 the sections for linear groups. By Lemma 4.3,
 . .  4A s A l B A l C if and only if A, B, C is a strong multiple-factori-
sation of G, and as the condition q s b s 2 corresponds to those assumed
in line 2 of Table V we have finished this subcase.
We next assume that either line 12 or line 13 of Table II holds. So
 .G s PGSp q with q s 2 or 4. We must show that we have a strong6
w xmultiple-factorisation if and only if q s 2. Note that the results of 21
show that both A l B and A l C are maximal in A. If q s 4, then
 . y . q . A s G 4 .2, B s O 4 .2, and C s O 4 .2 where the 2 on top is a field2 6 6
.automorphism in each case . Calculation shows that
< < < < < < < <A: A l B s G: B s 2016 and A: A l C s G: C s 2080.
w x  .From the information on p. 97 of 8 we deduce that A l B ( U 4 :4 and3
 . 2A l C ( 3.L 4 :2 . All factorisations of A are listed in TAB. 5 and3
 . .inspection shows that A / A l B A l C . On the other hand, if q s 2
 .  .then A s G 2 ( U 3 .2. Again calculation shows that2 3
< < < < < < < <A: A l B s G: B s 28 and A: A l C s G: C s 36
w x  . .and the information given by p. 14 of 8 shows that A s A l B A l C .
 4By Lemma 4.3 we see that A, B, C is a strong multiple-factorisation of G
if and only if q s 2 as required.
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q .Finally we assume that line 13 of Table III holds. So G s T s PV 3 .8
w xThe results of 21 show that both A l B and A l C are maximal in A.
Now G s AB s AC implies that
< < < < < < < <A: A l B s G: B s 1120 and A: A l C s G: C s 28431.
 . w x 3q3  .We have A ( PV 3 and by 8, p. 109 , A l B ( 3 : L 3 , which is P7 3 3
w x 6in the notation of 21 , and A l C ( 2 : A are both unique up to7
 . .A-conjugacy. Now L28 of TAB. 3 implies that A s A l B A l C whence
 4by Lemma 4.3, A, B, C is a strong multiple-factorisation of G as re-
quired.
 .This finishes the analysis of Subcase A . Before moving on we remark
 4that by Lemma 4.2 we have now shown that if A, B, C is a strong
 .multiple-factorisation of G, then T is one of A , PSp 2 with m G 2,6 4 m
 . q .Sp 2 , or PV 3 . This will be used in the following.6 8
 .Subcase B . We assume that G s AT s BT s CT but that not all of
A, B, C are maximal subgroups of G. We shall show that all examples in
this subcase correspond to one of lines 4]6 of Table V. Choose A , B , C2 2 2
to be maximal subgroups of G containing A, B, C, respectively. By
 .  4Lemma 4.2 iii , A , B , C is a strong multiple-factorisation of G satisfy-2 2 2
 .ing the assumptions of Subcase A , and so by the above is listed up to
Aut T-equivalence by one of lines 1]3 and 7 of Table V. Before consider-
ing each such line in turn we make some general observations.
 .  .Now G s A B l C implies G s A B l C whence2 2
A s A l G s A A l B l C . 4.E .  .2 2 2 2 2
 .  .From this it follows that A s A A l B s A A l C , while by2 2 2 2 2
 . .Lemma 4.3 we have A s A l B A l C . So2 2 2 2 2
if A is almost simple and A, A l B , A l C do not contain the socle Soc A2 2 2 2 2 2
 4of A , then A, A l B , A l B is a strong multiple-factorisation of the almost2 2 2 2 2
 .simple group A ; by the remark made at the end of Subcase A , this can only2
 .  . q .happen if Soc A is one of A , PSp 2 with m G 2, Sp 2 , or PV 3 .2 6 4 m 6 8
Note that, in each case, if A is almost simple, then it is clear that2
A l B and A l C do not contain the socle of A and so the only2 2 2 2 2
difficulty in applying this observation is in deciding whether A G Soc A2
or not.
Note also that symmetric observations hold for B and C .2 2
 4Assume first that the strong multiple-factorisation A , B , C is as2 2 2
 .given by line 1 of Table V. Recall that while considering Subcase A we
saw that A l B l C has order two and is contained in the derived2 2 2
subgroup of each of A , B , C . By considering group orders the condition2 2 2
 . X4.E implies that A has index one or two in A . Hence A G A and we2 2
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 .see that A s A A l B l C if and only if A s A . A similar argu-2 2 2 2 2
ment works for B and C, and we deduce that A s A , B s B , and2 2
C s C , which gives the required contradiction since we assumed that not2
.all of A, B, C were maximal .
 4We next assume that the strong multiple-factorisation A , B , C is as2 2 2
 .  .given by line 2 of Table V, i.e., that G s Sp 2 with a G 2, A s Sp 4 .2,4 a 2 2 a
y . q .B s O 2 , and C s O 2 . Note that A , B , C are all almost simple.2 4 a 2 4 a 2 2 2
For convenience we set Y s A l B l C and we claim that Y is2 2 2
contained in the socle of each of A , B , C . In the final paragraph of2 2 2
 . w x q  .3.2.1 d of 21 it is observed that A l C is contained in V 2 s Soc C .2 2 4 m 2
Now by viewing Y as the intersection of A l B and A l C , we see2 2 2 2
 . w xthat Y is determined by 3.2.4 e of 21 ; it is clear from the discussion there
that Y F Soc A . However, it is not immediately apparent that Y F Soc B ,2 2
 .  4and so we expand on the argument of 3.2.4 e . We let a , b : 1 F i F m q 1i i
q  .be a standard basis for an orthogonal geometry of type O 4 with2 mq2
q  .associated quadratic form P. Writing R s V 4 we may identify2 mq2
 .Soc A s Sp 4 with the stabilizer R of the subspace generated by2 2 m ¨:
  . .the non-singular vector ¨ s a q b so that P ¨ s 1 . Let 1 / v g F1 1 4
w x y  .be a cube root of unity. As noted in 21 we can identify O 4 with the2 m
H stabilizer in R of the hyperplane V of ¨ spanned by x, y, a , b :¨: i i
4  .3 F i F m q 1 where x s a q b and y s v a q b q a . Now the2 2 1 1 2
embedding
Oy 2 ¨ Oy 2 s B .  .2 m 4 m 2
is obtained by viewing V as an F -vector space in the natural way with2
associated quadratic form Q equal to the composition of P with the trace
 .map F ª F . Now 3.2.4 e identifies Y as4 2
 :Y s h = Y ,0
 .where Y ( Sp 4 is simple and h is such that0 2 my2
h: a ¬ b ¬ a , a ¬ b ¬ a ,1 1 1 2 2 2
a ¬ a , b ¬ b for all i G 3.i i i i
So Y F Soc B if and only if h g Soc B ; furthermore, h g Soc B if and2 2 2
 :only if h, viewed as a map on the anisotropic subspace W s x, y of V,
y . y .lies in Soc O 2 s V 2 when W is viewed as an F -vector space in the4 4 2
 4natural way. Now W as an F -vector space has basis x, y, v x, v y and2
contains 5 singular non-zero vectors, namely
x , v y , v x q y , x q y q v y , v x q y q y. .  .
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Since h: x ¬ x, y ¬ x q y we see that h fixes x and interchanges the
  .4   . 4pairs v y, v x q y and x q y q v y, v x q y q y ; thus h induces an
y .even permutation on the singular non-zero vectors. However, O 2 ( S4 5
y .acts transitively on such vectors and V 2 is precisely the subgroup that4
y . induces even permutations, whence h g V 2 as required. The reader4
will note that we have essentially repeated a calculation performed first
 .when considering line 1 of Table V in Subcase A , but in a more general
.setting. Thus Y F Soc B .2
 .So Y : Soc A l Soc B l Soc C . This, together with 4.E and its2 2 2
analogues, implies that if any of A, B, C is a proper subgroup of A , B ,2 2
C , respectively, then it does not contain Soc A , Soc B , Soc C , respec-2 2 2 2
 .tively. From the observations made at the beginning of Subcase B , we
 .deduce that one of A , B , C has socle equal to one of A , PSp 22 2 2 6 4 m
 . q .with m G 2, Sp 2 , or PV 3 which is not the case.6 8
 4We now assume that the strong multiple-factorisation A , B , C is as2 2 2
 .  .  .given by line 3 of Table V, i.e., that G s Sp 2 , A s G 2 s U 3 .2,6 2 2 3
y .  . q .B s O 2 s U 2 .2, and C s O 2 s S . Note that A , B , C are all2 6 4 2 6 8 2 2 2
walmost simple and that information about these groups is given in 8, pp.
x  414, 26, 22 , respectively. Now A , B , C is a strong multiple-factorisation2 2 2
of G. It follows that
< <G
< <A l B l C s ,2 2 2 < < < < < <G: A G: B G: C2 2 2
< <and by calculation we find that A l B l C s 12. Similarly we have2 2 2
< <G
< <A l B l C s ,
< < < < < <G: A G: B G: C
whence
< <A l B l C2 2 2
< <A l B l C s . 4.F .
< < < < < <A : A B : B C : C2 2 2
< < < < < < < <In particular, A : A , B : B , C : C are all divisors of A l B l C s2 2 2 2 2 2
w x12. From the information given in 8 on maximal subgroups of A , B ,2 2
and C we deduce that2
Soc A F A , Soc B F B , and Soc C F C.2 2 2
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< < < < < <In fact, as A : Soc A s B : Soc B s C : Soc C s 2 we see that2 2 2 2 2 2
 4 there are precisely 7 possibilities to consider for A, B, C . By assumption
.we do not have A s A , B s B , and C s C . We make two claims:2 2 2
 .  .  .  .  .i Soc A l C s A l Soc C s Soc A l Soc C ;2 2 2 2 2 2
 .  .  .  .  .ii Soc B l C s B l Soc C s Soc B l Soc C .2 2 2 2 2 2
 .To see i we observe that A l C is a subgroup of index 36 in A . By2 2 2
w x  .  .  .p. 14 of 8 we have A l C s L 7 .2 and Soc A l C s L 7 s2 2 2 2 2 2
 .  .  .  .Soc A l C . As Soc A l Soc C is a normal subgroup of Soc A2 2 2 2 2
 .  .l C of index at most 2, we further deduce that Soc A l Soc C s2 2 2
 . w x  .Soc A l C . Moreover, from p. 22 of 8 we see that A l Soc C s2 2 2 2
 .  .  .L 7 s L 2 , whence i does indeed hold.2 3
 .To see ii we consider G as the group of automorphisms of a 6-dimen-
sional F -vector space V that preserve a non-degenerate sympletic form2
 .  4, on V. We fix a basis e , e , e , f , f , f for V such that for all i, j1 2 3 1 2 3
e , e s f , f s 0 and e , f s d , .  . .i j i j i i i j
and let Qy, Qq be the quadratic forms on V such that for all ¨ , w g V
and for all i, j
¨ , w s Qy ¨ q w y Qy ¨ y Qy w .  .  .  .
s Qq ¨ q w y Qq ¨ y Qq w , .  .  .
Qq e s Qq f s Qy e s Qy e s Qy f s Qy f s 0, .  .  .  .  . .i j 1 2 1 2
and
Qy e s Qy f s 1. .  .3 3
Then B , C can be identified with the subgroups of G preserving the2 2
y q y . q .forms Q , Q , respectively. Set u s e q f so that Q u s Q u s 1,3 3
and let W be the largest subset of V on which Qy and Qq agree. Routine
 4calculations show that W is a subspace of V with basis e , e , f , f , u ,1 2 1 2
H  :that W s u , and moreover that
B l C s Stab u s Stab u . .  .2 2 B C2 2
 . w x  .Now Proposition 4.1.7 II of 18 determines both Stab u andSoc B2
 .Stab u : the calculations given are independent of the quadratic formSoc C2
Qy or Qq. It follows that
Soc B l C s Stab u s Stab u s B l Soc C , .  .  .  .2 2 Soc B Soc C 2 22 2
 .whence ii holds as required.
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 .  .From i and ii we see that
Soc A l B l C s Soc A l B l Soc C .  .  .2 2 2 2 2 2
s A l B l Soc C .2 2 2
s Soc A l Soc B l C .  .2 2 2
s Soc A l Soc B l Soc C .  .  .2 2 2
s A l Soc B l C .2 2 2
s A l Soc B l Soc C . .  .2 2 2
w xWe use Y to denote any of these subgroups. From p. 14 of 8 we see that
 . . . . < <Soc A s Soc A l B Soc A l C , whence Y s 6. Using condi-2 2 2 2 2
 . < < < < < <  4tion 4.F we see that A : A B : B C : C s 2, whence A, B, C is one2 2 2
 4  4  4of Soc A , B , C , A , Soc B , C , and A , B , Soc C . We now show2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
that each of these three possibilities is a strong multiple-factorisation
 .corresponding to lines 4]6 of Table V, respectively . Given that Y /
A l B l C we see that A l B l C is not contained in any of2 2 2 2 2 2
Soc A , Soc B , Soc C , whence A l B l C supplements Soc A ,2 2 2 2 2 2 2
 .Soc B , Soc C in A , B , C , respectively. Using condition 4.3 iii and the2 2 2 2 2
 4fact that A , B , C is a strong multiple-factorisation, the required result2 2 2
now follows easily.
 .Finally to complete our analysis of Subcase B we assume that line 7 of
q .  . aTable V holds. So G s PV 3 , A s N ( PV 3 , B s P , and C s8 2 1 7 2 1 2
q .V 2 . As both A and C are almost simple and moreover are equal to8 2 2
their socles, we may use the observations made at the beginning of
 .Subcase B to deduce that A s A and C s C . To show that there are2 2
 .no examples in Subcase B , it is enough to show that B s B . Now B is2
6  .  .isomorphic to the semi-direct product of 3 by L 3 in which L 3 (4 4
q . 6PV 3 acts on 3 as a six-dimensional orthogonal geometry of type q6
over F ; we note that this action is irreducible. By orders we have3
< <  . < <A l B l C s 144. An analogue of 4.E implies that B : B divides2 2 2 2
 . w x144. The maximal subgroups of L 3 are listed on p. 69 of 8 }none have4
 . 6index dividing 144. Thus B must induce L 3 on the base group 3 and so4
acts irreducibly. As 36 does not divide 144, we conclude that B s B .2
 .Subcase C . We assume that one of AT , BT , CT is a proper subgroup
of G. It is easy to see that the lines of Table V satisfying this assumption,
namely lines 8]11, do indeed give rise to strong multiple-factorisations; so
to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 it is enough to show that one of
 4these lines holds under the assumption that A, B, C is a strong multiple-
factorisation of G. Set G s AT l BT l CT which is a proper subgroup1
of G containing T ; also set A s A l G , B s B l G , and C s C l1 1 1 1 1
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 .  4G . By Lemma 4.2 ii A , B , C is strong multiple-factorisation of G1 1 1 1
 .  .satisfying the assumptions of either Subcase A or Subcase B . The above
 4shows that A , B , C is listed by one of lines 1]7 of Table V. We1 1 1
 .consider each possibility for T , G , A , B , C in turn.1 1 1 1
If line 1 of Table V holds, then T s A and A ( B ( S . As both A6 1 1 5 1
and B , as subgroups of Aut T , are maximal subject to not containing T ,1
we have A s A and B s B , whence G s AB s A B s G }a contra-1 1 1 1 1
diction.
 .If line 2 of Table V holds, then T s Sp 2 with a G 2. As Aut T s T4 a
we have G s G }again a contradiction.1
 .If one of lines 3]6 of Table V holds, then T s Sp 2 . As Aut T s T we6
have G s G }again a contradiction.1
q .Thus line 7 of Table V holds, so T s PV 3 . As usual let denote the8
 4quotient map Aut T ª Out T ; note that G / id since we are in Subcase
 .  4C . As A, B, C is a strong multiple-factorisation, we see that
G s AB s AC s BC s A B l C . .
Now inspection shows that
 :  :A F r , r s 12 , 34 ( S = S , .  .w 2 2
a :  :B F r , r , d s 23 , 12 34 ( S X S , .  .  .w 2 2
 :  :C F r , a s 12 , 123 ( S , .  .w 3
where we have identified Out T with S via the explicit isomorphism given4
q .  .while considering T ( PV q during Case 1 above. As G s AB, we see8
 .  .that G is a 2-group. If A is non-trivial and either 23 or 13 g C, then it
 :is straightforward to see that A, C , and hence G, is not a 2-group.
 .:Hence either C F 12 or A is trivial. As G s AC we see that either
 .  .:  .:G s 12 , 34 or G has order two. If the former holds, then C F 12
 . .:and B F 12 34 ( Z ; as G s BC we must have equality in both,2
 .whence the condition G s A B l C forces A s G, and line 11 of Table
< <V holds. If G s 2, then at least two of A, B, C equal G, and it is an easy
matter to see that the only possibilities are those given by lines 8]10 of
 .Table V. This completes Case 4 of the proof of Theorem 1.2.
 . < <Case 5 . M strong and M G 4. Here we must reach a contradiction.
 .  .To do this we use Cases 1 ] 4 above, but must do so with a little care as
it does not appear to be possible, by using only elementary arguments, to
reduce directly to the case in which M is also maximal.
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< <We suppose that M is a strong multiple-factorisation of G with M G 4.
Let M be any subset of M of size 4. Then M is also a strong0 0
 4multiple-factorisation of G. We write M s A, B, C, D and note that0
each of
 4  4  4  4A , B , C , A , B , D , A , C , D , B , C , D
 .is a strong multiple-factorisation of G. Given Case 4 , the possibilities for
each of these strong multiple-factorisations of size 3 are given by Table V.
 .  . q .In particular, T is one of A , PS 2 with m G 2, Sp 2 , or PV 3 .6 4 m 6 8
Set G s S if T s A , and G s T otherwise; in both cases set A s0 6 6 0 0
 .N A l G and define B , C , D analogously. By inspecting Tables IIG 0 0 0 00
and V we find that each of
 4  4  4  4A , B , C , A , B , D , A , C , D , B , C , D0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
is both a strong and a maximal multiple-factorisation of G , whence0
 4A , B , C , D is both a strong and a maximal multiple-factorisation of0 0 0 0
 .  .G . The required contradiction now follows easily from Cases 2 and 4 .0
 .This completes our analysis of Case 5 and so finishes the proof of
Theorem 1.2.
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